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Preface
Since 9/11, the United States has invested billions of dollars in training and
equipping foreign security forces to fight terrorist and insurgent groups abroad.
Despite considerable effort and expense (including thousands of U.S. lives lost),
raising military and police forces in places such as Afghanistan, Iraq, and Mali has
yielded decidedly lackluster results. As a result, there is growing recognition that the
application of traditional security sector reform efforts to combat asymmetric
threats such as terrorist groups in fragile or failed states is proving to be slow,
cumbersome, and in some instances counterproductive. Moreover, in an era of
shrinking defense budgets, a purely top-down, state-centric approach has become
too costly and politically contentious to sustain on a large scale.
The Obama administration’s national security guidance for the future makes clear
that large-scale stability operations will be avoided, and instead smaller-footprint,
“by, with, and through” approaches will be favored.1 While there is no question that
security assistance, including training of friendly militaries, will remain a cornerstone
of U.S. strategy going forward, the current shift away from large-scale state building
means that smarter, more agile solutions must be developed to counter asymmetric
threats in failed states or “ungoverned areas.”
Non-state security actors are a common feature of societies experiencing extended
conflict. The U.S. military’s tentative successes with pro-government civil defense
forces in Iraq and Afghanistan have popularized community-based security
solutions, and suggest that under the right set of circumstances, locally recruited
irregulars—alongside air strikes and drones, special operations forces, and
intelligence operatives—could play a significant role in achieving U.S.
counterterrorism and stability objectives in more streamlined and cost-effective
ways. Indeed, current efforts in Iraq by the United States and its coalition partners to
“destroy” the Islamic State are using exactly this template.
Because of the inherent dangers involved in working with non-statutory armed
groups, the creation or co-option of less-than-official defense forces remains
See: Department of Defense’s Defense Strategic Guidance document titled “Sustaining U.S.
Global Leadership: Priorities for 21st Century Defense,” January 2012.
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extraordinarily controversial. This paper examines the prospects and pitfalls of
utilizing civil defense forces as part of a broader, small-footprint, “by, with, and
through” strategy to combat terrorist, insurgent, or transnational criminal groups.
Ultimately, we hope this effort will help policy-makers and operators understand
whether, when, and how the United States should partner with non-statutory armed
groups in an era of terrorism and persistent conflict.
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Executive Summary
Today, the United States faces terrorist threats from a number of militant groups
operating from weak or failed states. Over the course of the last decade, the U.S. has
become highly effective at killing their leaders and disrupting their operations
through raids and airstrikes, sometimes working alongside foreign security forces to
do so. However, efforts to further degrade and permanently dismantle these
organizations and their support networks have been less successful. As a result,
terrorist organizations such as al Qaeda and its affiliates, the Taliban, al Shabab, and
now the Islamic State, remain largely intact and continue to threaten the United
States and its interests abroad.
While the panoply of extremist groups threatening U.S. interests, allies, and partners
today may be labeled “terrorist organizations” for political and even legal
expedience, in scope and scale they are remarkably similar to the insurgent groups
the United States fought against in Iraq and Afghanistan. Groups such as the Islamic
State, al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, al Shabab, and Boko Haram have local
political objectives and depend on the population for support. They embed
themselves into vulnerable communities and then use these sanctuaries to recruit
and launch attacks against the government. As such, it is little wonder the
application of limited counterterrorism approaches to these groups has had
disappointing results.
Given the continued use of under-governed areas by terrorist groups as safe havens
and the recent propensity of some of these groups to seize additional territory, along
with the shortcomings of many state counterterrorism partners, it is increasingly
clear that in some instances, the United States will require new kinds of partnerships
on the ground—perhaps with sub-state groups who have an immediate and vested
interest in defeating these militant organizations.
This report examines the potential role of irregular, non-statutory, civil defense
forces (CDFs) in future U.S. counterterrorism and small-footprint stability operations.
In it, we analyze twelve historical case studies of the use of similar forces in Peru, the
Philippines, Thailand, Mexico, Nigeria, Turkey, Oman, Pakistan, Vietnam, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Yemen. Our aim in doing so was to help us understand if, when,
and how these types of groups could be employed in the security environment of the
future as part of a broader counterterrorism toolkit.
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Our case studies identified a number of opportunities and challenges associated with
the employment of CDFs in states confronted by serious and sustained internal
armed opposition. While our analysis suggests CDFs can initially be an effective tool
against asymmetric groups which require the support or acquiescence of local
populations, their autonomous nature and myriad vulnerabilities also make CDFs
difficult to employ and then demobilize successfully.
According to the cases examined, CDFs offer several benefits, as shown in the table
below. Because they are cheaper and easier to stand up than formal police and army
units, they can quickly provide sufficient numbers of men to secure at-risk
communities. In general, they have knowledge of the local population, networks, and
geography that outside forces take years to develop. Moreover, as these groups are
protecting their families and are beholden to their communities, they tend to be
more motivated and less corrupt than many state security forces. In several cases,
self-defense groups that were overseen by competent state authorities provided
channels through which states could (re)introduce public services into isolated areas
where they previously had little or no presence. Such groups also tended to deplete
the potential recruiting pool for insurgent groups and terrorists.
Lessons from civil defense force case studies
Advantages of utilizing CDFs

Pitfalls of utilizing CDFs

Are cheaper and easier to stand up than
formal police and army units

Can be unreliable, difficult to control, and
capable of undermining government
authority if not properly managed

Can quickly provide sufficient numbers of
men to secure at-risk communities and free
regular forces to conduct offensive
operations

Can be vulnerable to defeat, intimidation,
and infiltration in the absence of adequate
government support

Are frequently more trusted than the host
nation government or its institutions and
forces

Can delegitimize the government (and
third-party interveners) via abusive or selfserving behavior

Have superior knowledge of the local
population, insurgent networks, and
geography

Can be difficult to demobilize once
created

Are beholden to their communities, and
tend to be more motivated than state
security forces

Can serve as long-term sources of instability
and insecurity if not properly managed

Provide channels through which the state
can (re)introduce public services
Can be a mechanism for the reintegration
of former insurgents into society
Can be a welfare program to keep young
men from joining anti-government groups
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The case studies also revealed several pitfalls and challenges. In many of the cases,
CDFs contributed to human rights abuses, predation, and crime to one extent or
another. CDFs were also shown to be characteristically difficult to control, and if they
were allowed to operate unsupervised, they eventually presented a challenge to the
state’s authority and to the rule of law. Also, while they were protective of their own
communities, in some cases they were simultaneously predatory to neighboring
populations. Last but not least, the CDFs we examined were particularly vulnerable
when they were used as conventional forces, left to operate autonomously, or when
they were not properly integrated with, or supported by, regular state forces. As a
result, several CDFs were also susceptible to infiltration, hedging behavior, and
defection.
Our research also yielded another important finding. When it comes to the U.S.
partnering with indigenous forces on the ground, state security forces are not
automatically the best option. State security forces in many post-colonial countries
are not necessarily designed to promote civil order; they often exist to protect the
interest of a narrow political elite; and they frequently contribute to corruption and
predation on a scale far greater than CDFs ever could. Therefore, U.S. attempts to
build partner capacity and employ traditional security sector reform models as part
of its counterterrorism strategy in weak and failed states have in some instances
proven to be ineffective and even counterproductive.
Having analyzed the past use of CDFs and identified their prospects and pitfalls, we
also considered whether the nature of the extremist groups that pose a threat to the
U.S. today would align with the potential use of CDFs as a countering force in the
future. In looking at groups such as the Islamic State, al Qaeda in the Arabian
Peninsula, al Shabab, the Taliban, and even Boko Haram, it is clear that these entities
are much more closely aligned with a model of insurgent groups that employ
terrorist tactics, as opposed to being purely terrorist organizations. As such, we
conclude that a cogent argument does exist for the use of civil defense forces in
future U.S. small-footprint operations designed to counter these types of extremist
groups. Where such groups operate locally and depend to some degree on the
population—for sanctuary, subsistence, safe transit, recruits, or weapons and other
materiel—it could prove effective for U.S. forces to work with local irregulars such as
CDFs.

Recommendations for the employment of
CDFs in small-footprint operations
In order to most effectively and safely employ CDFs as part of small-footprint
operations against extremist groups, the United States should apply analytically
derived best practices from real-world operations. Our comparative analysis of
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twelve case studies resulted in the following “rules of thumb” for the successful
employment of CDFs:
1. Ensure that adequate government support exists for them and is
sustainable. Where CDFs are aptly controlled and supported by the state, they
tend to be positive contributors to local security and other government
functions. When this is not the case, CDFs often evolve into net detractors
from security.
2. Ensure community buy-in exists for them. Whether the CDF was co-opted or
created, the government or third-party intervener must ensure community
buy-in exists for the group. Forced conscription will result in reduced popular
support for the program and for the national government.
3. Keep them small and expand slowly. If they became too big too quickly,
regular state security forces will have a difficult time vetting CDFs and
providing them with training and logistics. Moreover, keeping CDFs small
ensures that they do not later present a threat to the government.
4. Keep them local. CDFs are most effective on their own turf, where they know
the geography, understand the human terrain, and receive support and
intelligence from their community. Moreover, CDFs are most likely to serve as
a source of protection for local populations when they operate close to home.
5. Employ them as irregulars. The role of CDFs should be as auxiliaries
performing relatively tactical, static tasks so as to free regular forces for more
complex operations. They should not be used as part of frontline conventional
military operations.
6. Monitor them closely. CDFs need to be closely monitored by competent,
formal security forces that are either embedded in their communities or
stationed close by. This also allows regular forces to provide back-up to CDFs
in a timely fashion.
7. Lead them by example. Well-behaved security forces promote better behaved
CDFs and set standards for what is acceptable relative to the rule of law and
human rights standards.
8. Support and protect them as part of a larger state security plan. CDFs are
vulnerable to enemy attacks and intimidation. They are most effective in a
security architecture that provides quick-response forces to back them up as
necessary.
9. Restrict armaments. In order to limit inter-village violence and prevent future
threats to the government, the numbers and types of weapons that CDFs can
obtain should be limited. Also, detailed registers of the firearms and
ammunition in their possession should be maintained by the government.
10. Have a plan to demobilize them. Even before creating or co-opting CDFs, the
government or third-party intervening force should have a plan to demobilize
the groups through inducements, or via integration into regular security forces
or “national guard” type units.
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While the United States was relatively successful in managing CDFs in Iraq and
Afghanistan, it was able to do so under favorable conditions that included large
numbers of U.S. troops on the ground, numerous teams of civilian political advisors,
and virtually unlimited financial resources.
In today’s era of reduced resources and small-footprint operations, however, the
United States has much less ability to unilaterally manage, supervise, and support
CDFs. To successfully employ CDFs as part of future counterterrorism or smallfootprint stability operations, the Unites States will need to ensure it has a reliable
host nation government that is willing to, or can be convinced to, abide by the
fundamental CDF best practices identified in this report. This will likely mean that
the United States will also need to involve itself in training the host nation in how to
properly employ CDFs. In either case, the lessons and rules of thumb identified in
this report will be of paramount importance to ensuring the U.S. can use CDFs as an
effective component of its counterterrorism toolkit.
In conclusion, we find that CDFs are a security tool like any other, with a number of
potential benefits and risks associated with their use. Deliberations on their usage in
any given situation should involve a cold calculation by policy makers as to whether
the immediate advantages of dislodging bad actors from local at-risk communities
outweigh the acute and long term risks associated with the proliferation of loosely
controlled and semi-autonomous non-statutory armed groups.
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Introduction
Over the past decade, the United States has created and employed local defense
forces as part of its counterinsurgency campaigns in Afghanistan and Iraq. While not
without drawbacks, these local defense forces have played important roles in helping
the U.S. military and intelligence agencies to dislodge entrenched insurgent networks
from local populations, and ultimately to target and destroy them.
While in recent history, civil defense forces (CDFs) have been used largely in support
of counterinsurgency efforts, in reality, their utility and capabilities represent a blend
of missions and activities that could be used to address a wide range of irregular
challenges. Under the right set of circumstances, locally recruited irregulars could
potentially be powerful partners for the United States in counterterrorism and
stability operations. Indeed, as of this writing, U.S. forces are preparing to help train
a new Iraqi “National Guard” made up mainly of local Sunni tribal militias as part of
a new counterterrorism strategy to defeat the Islamic State extremist group.
However, in its prior counterinsurgency efforts in Iraq and Afghanistan, the United
States had tens of thousands of troops on the ground and was able to leverage
tremendous resources to stand up, deploy, and control irregular forces such as the
Sons of Iraq and the Afghan Local Police. After two unpopular wars, and given the
circumscribed counterterrorism strategy developed by the White House, in the near
term it is highly unlikely that the United States will commit large numbers of ground
troops to play a role in foreign nations’ internal conflicts where protecting
populations from bad actors is a prerequisite for success.1 But, regardless of the
United States’ reluctance to deploy large numbers of ground combat forces on
extended stability missions, security challenges that may require American
intervention—in such places as Iraq, Syria, Libya, and Nigeria—continue to arise.
Over the course of a decade, the United States military and intelligence apparatus has
become highly effective at targeting terrorist leaders, as evidenced by the killing of
Osama Bin Laden and attrition of the al Qaeda leadership cadre in Pakistan, and the
recent killing of the leader of al Shabab in Somalia. However, efforts to work “by,

1
Remarks by the President at the United States Military Academy Commencement Ceremony,
U.S. Military Academy-West Point, West Point, New York, May 20, 2014.
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with, and through” host militaries in weak states to further degrade and ultimately
defeat militant organizations have been less successful—as evidenced most notably
by the inability of the Afghan and Pakistani militaries to defeat the Taliban. In some
cases, security force partners have lacked the political will or capability to deal with
extremist groups, have proven to be untrustworthy, or have at times been the source
of the grievances that led to the creation of these groups in the first place. As a
result, terrorist organizations such as al Qaeda and al Shabab remain largely intact
and continue to threaten the United States and its interests abroad. Given the
shortcomings or countervailing interests of many state counterterrorism partners,
the continued use of under-governed areas by terrorist groups as safe havens, and
the recent propensity of some of these groups to seize additional territory, it is
increasingly becoming clear that in some instances, the United States will require
new kinds of partnerships on the ground.
This report examines the prospects and pitfalls of utilizing CDFs as part of a smallfootprint strategy to help secure failed states or “ungoverned areas” against terrorist,
insurgent, or transnational criminal groups without the use of large numbers of
conventional ground forces. Ultimately, this paper is intended to inform civilian and
military decision makers who are seeking to answer questions such as: Under what
circumstances should less-than-regular security forces be created or engaged? What
form should any assistance to such forces take? And what steps should be taken to
reduce the chances that these forces might undermine the rule of law, subvert
statutory authority, or perpetuate conflict in other ways?
Specifically, this report derives lessons on the use of CDFs from real-world
operations and develops recommendations for their safe and effective use. We begin
with an introduction to CDFs and their place on the global security landscape. We
then examine case studies in twelve countries faced with serious and sustained
internal armed opposition as well as a significant loss of territorial sovereignty: Peru,
the Philippines, Thailand, Mexico, Nigeria, Turkey, Oman, Pakistan, Vietnam, Iraq,
Afghanistan, and Yemen. The historical lessons derived from a longitudinal analysis
of these twelve cases are then applied to the current operating environment, and, in
particular, to counterterrorism and small-scale stability operations. From this
application, we derive ten rules of thumb for the effective use of CDFs in the
operating environment of the present and likely future. We conclude with general
recommendations for policy makers as they consider whether to employ CDFs as
part of the broader U.S. counterterrorism toolkit.

Definitions, sources, and caveats
Before beginning, we must clarify several points pertaining to definitions, sources,
and method.
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The term “militia” is often used normatively. To avoid confusion, this paper will use
a more descriptive phrase: civil defense forces or CDFs (for stylistic variety, the
terms “self-defense forces” and “local defense forces” will also be employed).
Although CDFs naturally vary from setting to setting, they often share the following
important characteristics:


They operate on behalf of the state (or in line with state objectives), or as
proxies for foreigners in support of their objectives;



Their membership is civilian and generally voluntary;



They are recruited locally and operate in a limited geographical area, and
typically serve on a part-time basis;



Their membership is both armed and organized, but they are not professional
fighters; and



They can claim a degree of autonomy from the state that allows them to
occupy an ambiguous zone between “state” and “non-state” security forces.

Using these criteria, some forces do not qualify as CDFs. These non-CDFs include
rogue militias like the revolutionary brigades now operating in Libya, forces under
the command of a “warlord” (e.g., Duan Qirui in China, Mohamed Ali Farrah Aidid in
Somalia, or Abdul Rashid Dostum in Afghanistan), and purely offensive proxies and
rebel forces (e.g., the U.S.-backed Hmong “Secret Army” in Laos, the U.S.-backed
Alliance for the Restoration of Peace and Counter-Terrorism in Somalia, the U.S.supported Free Syrian Army, or the Russian-backed Yamadayevtsy militia in
Chechnya).2
We define fragile or failed states as those states that no longer have the ability to
fully control their territory, and that are suffering from disintegration of their
security forces, the collapse of state administrative structures responsible for
overseeing those forces, and the erosion of infrastructure that supports their
effective operation. Examples of fragile, failed, and failing states are Libya, Somalia,
Iraq, Syria, western Egypt, Yemen, and the southern Philippines.
The sources utilized in this study consist entirely of open-source material. We relied
heavily on academic literature, historical accounts, and media reporting. We also
used a variety of unclassified reports prepared by the U.S. government and leveraged
We define warlords as “local potentates who control a particular territory during or after the
end of a violent conflict. They secure their power through private armies and benefit from war
or post-war economies by exploiting resources and or the local population.” See: Bailes, Alyson,
Ulrich Schneckener, and Herbert Wulf. “Revisiting the State Monopoly on the Legitimate Use of
Force,” Policy Paper No. 24, Geneva Centre for the Democratic Control of the Armed Forces,
2007.
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past CNA research on the subject. This study also benefited from the direct
observation of CDFs and their associated programs by the author as an embedded
analyst with military units in Iraq and Afghanistan. (For a full listing of sources,
please see the bibliography located at the end of this report.)
Lastly, a caveat concerning the nature of the case studies is in order. These cases
were selected on the basis of their scale (that is, each involved a relatively large
number of forces), geographic diversity, and the relative accessibility of data.
However, as with all case studies, these are necessarily qualitative, imperfect, and
limited in scope. But whatever their shortcomings, they nevertheless contribute to
the “concrete, context-dependent knowledge” crucial to building a more complete
understanding of utilizing pro-state armed groups against internal threats.3 While the
resulting lessons learned may not be universally applicable, they should nevertheless
be useful in helping decision makers and operators to create their own frameworks
for understanding the utility and risks associated with partnering with a specific
non-statutory armed group.

Flyvbjerg, Bent. “Five Misunderstandings about Case-Study Research,” Qualitative Inquiry 12,
no.2 (April 2006): 219-245.
3
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Civil defense forces and their place
on the global security landscape
Although CDFs have only recently been made popular by counterinsurgency scholars,
they have been a fixture in unconventional and proxy warfare and a common, if
under-researched, means of providing human security in the developing world
during peacetime.4 In fact, most conflicts since World War II have involved civil forces
in one capacity or another.5 And even today, in nations with weak central
governments, customary, non-statutory, or hybrid police institutions continue to
provide the majority of local security.6 According to a recent study, over the last
thirty years, governments in 88 countries established or supported more than 300
non-statutory armed groups to provide security to local communities.7
According to the literature on non-statutory armed groups, there is enormous
diversity in the types of CDFs that exist and the functions they play—so much so
that they defy generalization. What these groups do have in common is that they
tend to emerge during the breakdown of civil authority, when the regular army or
police cannot offer adequate protection to the citizens of the state.8

Innes, Michael A., ed. Making Sense of Proxy Wars: Surrogates & the Use of Force (Potomac
Books: Washington, D.C., 2012); Carey, Sabine, Bronia Flett, and Neil J. Mitchell. “The Nature,
Structure and Environment of Pro-Government Militias: Notes from Peru, Spain, and the Former
Yugoslavia,” paper presentation, Understanding Order, Cooperation, and Variance among NonState Armed Groups Workshop, Queens University, Canada, 19 September 2009.

4

5
Davis, Diane E. and Pereira, Anthony W. ed. Irregular Armed Forces and their Role in Politics
and State Formation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003).
6
For example, in Somaliland, the fusion of customary and formal state authority, has been
credited with making this territory the most secure, peaceful and lawful zone of Somali East
Africa over the past ten years.
7
Oswald, Bruce. “Civil Defense Groups: Developing Accountability,” United States Institute of
Peace Special Report, United States Institute of Peace, August 2014.

8

Baker, Bruce. “Nonstate Providers of Everyday Security in Fragile African States,” in Fragile
States and Insecure People? Violence, Security, and Statehood in the Twenty-First Century, ed.
Louise Andersen, Bjørn Møller, and Finn Stepputat (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007).
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Some CDFs are spontaneous and short lived, while others are permanent pre-existing
fixtures in a community. Some are independent and allowed to operate
autonomously, while others are specifically created and supported by the
government. Some are proxy forces co-opted or created by third-party interveners to
assist in a conflict with or without the approval of a host government. In some cases,
such as Afghanistan and Yemen, the civil defense groups evolve into organizations
that fall under government structures and therefore become formal representatives
of the state.
Many CDFs perform a defensive role, and are geared to protect at-risk populations
from predation by criminals and limit infiltration or intimidation by insurgent and
terrorist groups, or to protect critical infrastructure. These groups typically use small
arms to guard their home communities by manning road blocks and checkpoints,
undertaking patrols, detaining suspicious people, and providing information to the
government about local actors.9 Less numerous are offensively-inclined groups
(which may also play tandem defensive roles), which actively seek out and target bad
actors.

The logic of partnering with non-statutory
security forces
The debate over the use of CDFs
Despite their pervasiveness on the global security landscape, the creation or cooption of less-than-official local defense forces during interventions abroad remains
extraordinarily controversial. Western security and development experts have tended
to eschew their use as “anachronistic” and “uncongenial to international norms and
best practices for security sector reform.”10 Critics characteristically charge that
creating or co-opting local self-defense forces fuels cycles of conflict by enhancing
the violent capacity of local actors, and in so doing, increases the levels of predation

9

Oswald, Bruce. “Civil Defense Groups: Developing Accountability,” United States Institute of
Peace Special Report, United States Institute of Peace, August 2014.

10

Sedra, Mark. “Security Sector Reform in Afghanistan: An Instrument of the State-Building
Project,” in Fragile States and Insecure People? Violence, Security, and Statehood in the TwentyFirst Century, ed. Louise Andersen, Bjørn Møller, and Finn Stepputat (Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave
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and the prospects for extrajudicial killings and other human rights abuses.11 Adding
to the complexity of the phenomenon is the fact that in many conflict environments
it is impossible to draw sharp distinctions between “good” and “bad” local defense
forces. These forces can often be “Janus faced,” serving simultaneously as sources of
security and insecurity.12
A bias towards liberal interventionism and a poor understanding of the nature of
state formation and violence consolidation in the third world has meant that thirdparty interveners rely on CDFs only as a last resort, when attempts at building
regular security forces have proven insufficient (as was the case in Iraq, Afghanistan,
and most recently, Mali).13 Many scholars and policy-makers conflate CDFs with
warlordism or independent militias and associate them with lawlessness and the
decay of a state’s monopoly on coercive power.14
However, there is growing recognition that applying state-centric stabilization
strategies or providing traditional security assistance to failed or failing states is too
time- and resource-intensive, is politically divisive, and is not altogether effective.
This has led to increased attention on pre-existing, organic, bottom-up security
solutions. Non-state security experts, such as Bruce Baker, Ken Menkhaus, and Ariel
Ahram, argue that devolving state power to alternate systems, while not without
drawbacks, is often the only way to quickly improve human security in weak states,
maintain the support of the population, and avoid creating recruitment opportunities
for adversaries. Because bottom-up solutions such as CDFs are cheaper and easier to
stand up than formal police forces, they can quickly provide sufficient numbers of
men to secure at-risk communities. Moreover, the creation of CDFs tends to increase
the ability of state forces to expand and sustain their presence within a territory,
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protect village officials, and enhance the degree of collaboration from the local
population.15

The limits of partnering with regular forces
The Obama administration’s Defense Strategic Guidance makes very clear that largescale counterinsurgency or stability operations will be avoided going forward;
instead, smaller-footprint, “by, with, and through” approaches will be favored. In
what is now being called the Obama doctrine, American forces have changed their
tactics in combating al Qaeda and its affiliates, relying more on allied or indigenous
troops and limiting the American ground combat role. While Special Operations
Forces (SOF) continue to carry out precision raids against high-value targets, under
“1206 authority”, the Pentagon is providing training, equipment, intelligence, and
logistical assistance to foreign troops, so that the latter can counter bad actors on
their own territory.16
The “by, with, and through,” approach is not new. Since the September 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks in the United States (and particularly during President George W.
Bush’s second term), bolstering security forces and implementing security sector
reform programs in weak or failed states to help counter transnational terrorism has
been a pillar of U.S. national security policy. Since 2006, the Department of Defense
(DoD) has spent about $2.2 billion in more than 40 countries to train and equip
foreign troops in counterterrorism and stability operations, according to the
Congressional Research Service.17 Yet, as experiences in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
and Mali show, there are a number of limitations to partnering with foreign forces
which can severely hamper the effectiveness of this approach.
Given current trends, the United States is likely to find itself engaged in
counterterrorism, security sector reform, and small-scale stability operations in large
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parts of Africa, the Middle East, South and Central Asia, and perhaps Latin America.18
Generally speaking, countries in these regions suffer from post-colonial politics,
weak state institutions, oligopolies of violence, corruption, and center-periphery
conflict—realities that inhibit the development of effective state security institutions.
According to detractors of liberal interventionism, traditional security sector reform
models (e.g., enhancing human security by transforming institutions to make them
more professional and more accountable) have been premised on false assumptions
about the historical process of state formation and on the ability of interveners to
effectively consolidate violence in the hands of dysfunctional states.19 Detractors also
argue that proponents of security sector reform often overestimate the will of a
regime—not simply its inherent capacity—to assume security functions while at the
same time underestimating the power of strong societies to resist the state or
provide alternative services.20
In many cases, security forces in post-colonial nation states are not designed to
promote civil order, and exist mainly to protect the interest of a narrow political
elite. Official security forces in these countries have at times been a major source of
insecurity and corruption. Thus, according to some scholars, the assumption that the
presence of government security forces correlates to increased security and the rule
of law is often wrong and has led to “ineffective interventions fraught with
contradictions.”21 In fact, the international community’s reliance on foreign forces
has at times undermined public security by promoting abusive or non-functioning
state systems over functioning informal systems, and empowering illegitimate,
predatory, and self-interested regimes.22
Moreover, there is an additional limitation on U.S. forces working with foreign
security forces in weak states. Under the Leahy Amendment of 1977 to the 1961
Foreign Assistance Act as amended, the United States is prohibited from training or
equipping foreign troops or units if there is “credible information that such unit has
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committed a gross violation of human rights.”23 In countries that have become safe
havens for terrorist or insurgent groups, crimes committed by poorly trained
security forces may legally preclude the United States from cooperating with them.
While there is no question that security assistance to friendly militaries will remain a
cornerstone of U.S. strategy, the inherent limitations of this approach in weak,
politically divided, and failing states dictates that in some circumstances, non-state,
bottom-up solutions must be developed to counter asymmetric threats such as
terrorist or guerilla groups. Partnering with local defense groups can provide a
mechanism to outflank political and organizational limitations of weak or
uncooperative states by working directly with communities whose interests may
more closely align with U.S. security objectives.24
With an understanding of the arguments for and against the use of CDFs generally,
we now turn to history to identify specific lessons pertaining to the use of such
groups in twelve different cases.
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Twelve case studies of civil defense
forces
This section explores the origins, development, operations, and impact of community
based security groups in twelve countries confronted by serious and sustained
internal armed opposition in order to identify a common set of challenges and
opportunities. The case studies are divided into two categories: Examples where
national governments employ CDFs independently (Yemen, Turkey, Nigeria, Peru,
Mexico, the Philippines, Thailand), and cases where an intervening force creates CDFs
with the approval of a host nation government (South Vietnam, Oman, Iraq, Pakistan,
Afghanistan).

National government employment of CDFs
Yemen’s Popular Committees
Amidst a vacuum of security in southern Yemen in 2012, civilian self-defense groups
known as Popular Committees supplanted the Yemeni military in efforts to oust
Ansar al-Shari’a (AAS), a local militant offshoot of al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
(AQAP).25 In April and May 2012, Popular Committees supported the military in a
large-scale offensive to retake Abyan province from AAS, which had controlled the
territory since 2011 and threatened to transform it into a safe-haven for
transnational terrorist groups. Recognizing the utility of partnering with irregular
local defense groups in fighting AAS, Yemeni president Abd Rabu Mansur Hadi met
with tribal leaders and requested the formation of additional Popular Committees.
Since then, the Yemeni government has been largely absent from the province and
has relied almost wholly upon the Popular Committees to prevent the re-infiltration
of AAS, protect critical infrastructure, and even to manage the delivery of basic
services such as water, electricity, and communications.
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The rise and fall of Popular Committees in Abyan province
In March 2011, AAS assumed control of Abyan province. The area quickly descended
in to open conflict and thousands of civilians fled the province. In an effort to win
hearts and minds and legitimize its cause, AAS began to provide a number of public
services (e.g., justice, water, and electricity), many of which the central government
had never been able to provide in that area.26 Despite these basic improvements,
many locals became disillusioned with AAS’s brutality and predicted that the
militants would eventually be driven out of the province by U.S.-backed Yemeni
military forces.27 These locals banded together under the banner of “Popular
Committees” and, throughout 2011 and 2012, conducted a guerilla war against
AAS.28 In May 2012, the Popular Committees partnered with the military in
“Operation Golden Swords,” to finally oust AAS from its strongholds in the major
urban centers of southern Yemen.29
After the operation, and at the request of President Hadi, Popular Committees began
to expand throughout the province. Although most units were tribally based and
were motivated to protect their own communities, others simply stood up in order to
receive the salaries promised by the government. In addition, many members were in
fact defectors from AAS.30 Whatever the motivation, Popular Committees became
prolific in southern Yemen in the wake of “Golden Swords.”
The Committees became increasingly formalized as the government pulled its
regular troops out of the region. The government sent large amounts of arms and
other resources to the Popular Committees, and their members started to receive
regular monthly stipends (30,000 rials, or approximately $140) from the Ministry of
Defense.31 In addition, Popular Committees were augmented by local enlisted Yemeni
military and security forces that were permitted to return home to fight for the
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Committees.32 The Committees transitioned from enablers of the government
security forces to the sole security providers in the province. State rule of law
institutions, including the police and the courts, remain largely absent or
dysfunctional.
The security challenges in Abyan proved to be beyond the capacity of the Popular
Committees to manage alone. Attacks by AAS continued, in the form of targeted
killings of military officials and Popular Committee leaders, suicide bombings,
improvised explosive devices (IEDs), and assaults on infrastructure.33 Moreover,
reports of Committee members looting, extorting cash at road checkpoints, and
engaging in tribal infighting began to surface.34 It became increasingly difficult to
hold Popular Committee members accountable as dispute resolution was often
tasked to the Committees themselves due to the lack of a formal judiciary. According
to one Yemeni scholar, the tribal leaders in charge of the Committees wanted to
“extract as much as possible from the situation.”35
The relationship between the government and the Popular Committees became
strained when the president’s promises to transition Popular Committee members
into the regular security forces went largely unfulfilled.36 As a result, Committee
leaders have issued statements threatening that their allegiance could potentially
shift to other power brokers in the area if they are not properly accommodated.37

Insights from the Yemeni experience
Popular Committees played an important role in ousting the AAS insurgency from
power in certain areas of Yemen in May 2012. Despite early tactical success in
dislodging AAS, overreliance on and misuse of the Committees by the government
has resulted in continued violence. Rather than capitalize on the momentum and
restore security and basic services to Abyan province, President Hadi chose to
empower the Popular Committees so that the Yemeni government could focus its
efforts elsewhere. At best, the strategy provided a mildly more secure environment in
32
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southern Yemen since Popular Committees successfully kept AAS fighters from
regaining urban footholds. The Popular Committees proved to be an imperfect
solution, though, since they lacked the capacity to restore sustainable security
throughout the province. AAS found relatively unencumbered refuge in the
mountainous regions of Abyan, and the Popular Committees posed a threat in
themselves due to their susceptibility to tribal infighting and political thuggery.

Turkey’s Village Guard System
The Village Guard System (Geçici ve Gönüllü Köy Korucuları) was established as a
government-led effort to quell the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) insurgency in
Southeastern Turkey. When the PKK unleashed a low-intensity guerilla offensive in
the mid-1980s, the use of civil defense forces (composed primarily of Kurdish
volunteers) was adopted in order to protect towns and villages against attacks and
insurgent reprisals and to assist regular security forces by providing local
knowledge. Initially, the strategy enabled the Turkish government to address the PKK
threat without needing large-scale military troop deployments. Village guards
operated outside of the military command structure and were given arms and paid
monthly salaries by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.38 The size of the guard force
reached its peak in the mid-1990s with 93,000 guards operating in 22 eastern and
southeastern provinces.39

Development of the Guards system
Community defense groups were thought to be a better solution to the PKK threat
than the regular Turkish army because of both the perceived nature of the threat and
the army’s relative lack of experience and competency in counter-insurgency
operations. The government described the PKK insurgents as “thieves and bandits,”
highlighting the national government’s low level of motivation to invest in solutions
to the problem. The traditional army, moreover, was primarily organized to conduct
external warfare and was not suited for a task where local knowledge was a key to
success.40 These reasons, combined with the historical precedent of militia groups in
southeastern Turkey, led the State to lean heavily on the village guards as a potential
security solution.
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The first village guards were established along the Turkish-Iraqi border in 1985. The
process of establishing a village guard for a certain province began with a proposal
by the governor for such an establishment and approval of the proposal by the
minister of internal affairs. The proposal would denote the requirement for guards
based on the local security environment. If approved, the Ministries of Internal
Affairs and Finance and Customs would provide the tribal chieftain, or agha, with
arms and a salary, respectively, for each enlisted guard.
Rapid recruitment was possible due to such factors as high regional unemployment
and coercion from chieftains who had been co-opted by the government. At the
outset, several of the chieftains who were selected to establish village guard units
were well-known smugglers, chosen for their knowledge of the local terrain. The
government offered these chieftains a high degree of independence, often allowing
them to continue cross-border smuggling and turning a blind eye to other criminal
activities. By September 1986, the Ministry of Internal Affairs had implemented the
system in 13 cities, appointed 7,933 guards, and distributed 3,679 long-barreled
weapons. By November 1990, the village guard system had expanded to 27,250
individuals.41
The village guards were tasked with denying PKK guerrilla fighters access to or
passage through their districts.42 They also served in cross-border operations in
northern Iraq as scouts for the gendarmerie, the military force that polices the
countryside.43
In these operations, village guards were under the command of the gendarmerie but
nevertheless continued to answer administratively to their own chieftains.44 Because
chieftains had the ability to exercise violence at their discretion, they often used
village guards under their control to reassert their local dominance.45 This command
structure and a general lack of discipline led to a number of human rights violations.
In addition, due to their vulnerability, some units offered covert support to the PKK
out of fear of revenge attacks. Nevertheless, while the guards were in many cases
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operationally incompetent, they did play a significant role in pacifying the region by
effectively separating pro-state and pro-PKK populations. Ultimately, empowering
individual chieftains effectively hindered the PKK from forming a unified front and
consolidating control over large areas of land.
Despite some tactical successes, by the early 1990s it became apparent that the
village guard system was, on its own, unable to substantially diminish the insurgent
threat in southern Turkey. At that point, the central government changed its
approach and tasked the military to deal with the insurgency. By 1993,
approximately one-third of the Turkish military was deployed to the region and most
of Turkey’s Special Forces were stationed there as well.46
The relationship between the government and the village guard units also changed
during this period. In many instances villagers were coerced or forcibly conscribed
into the guard system. Those that refused were subject to evacuation. This
contributed to the rise in the number of village guards, from 27,250 individuals in
1990, to 62,186 in 1995.47 Additionally, voluntary village guard units that were
unpaid but sometimes provided with arms were established, driving the total number
of village guards as high as 93,000 according to some estimates.48 Many peasants
refused to join the village guards, resulting in nearly a million internally displaced
refugees.49
The state of emergency in Southeastern Turkey was lifted in 2002, but the village
guard system has continued to operate (though recent indications are that the
government plans to disband the groups). The extensive duration of the village guard
program has led multiple generations of Turkish Kurds to rely on the system for
their livelihoods. Between 50,000 to 90,000 village guards are still present in
southeastern Turkey. Thus, some Turkish analysts fear that if the village guards are
disbanded without a well-formulated reintegration plan, the result could very well be
large-scale criminality as the village guards attempt to hold onto their power and
guns.
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Insights from the Turkish experience
The Turkish state was able to reduce the PKK insurgency threat to some extent by
strengthening tribal authority and creating civil defense forces. Village guards
prevented the PKK from gaining a unified support base, but proved ineffective in
ending the conflict completely. Their mixed results were achieved at the high price of
forced migration, mass village executions, involuntary recruitment, and eventual
large-scale military involvement. Reports of abuses and forced conscription have
been well documented since the inception of the village guard system, causing many
human rights organizations to plea to disband the guards. While the PKK threat has
subsided, the Turkish government has been left with a self-created predicament of
how to disband the guard force, which now more closely resembles a welfare
program.

Nigeria’s Civilian Joint Task Force
At the time of this writing, a group of volunteer civilians, commonly referred to as
the Civilian Joint Task Force (CJTF) (for its connection to the military’s Joint Task
Force), has joined the government of Nigeria to combat an ethno-religious militant
group known as Boko Haram bent on establishing an Islamic state in northern
Nigeria. The CJTF primarily operates in and around Maiduguri, the capital of Borno
state in the northeast of the country, but has also conducted operations in outlying
regions of Borno, Yobe, and Adamawa states. Since the group’s inception in the
summer of 2013, the CJTF has grown to include thousands of men, women, and
children who share the common goal of bringing an end to the violence caused by
Boko Haram. These groups are now working with Nigerian state security forces to
protect their neighborhoods and villages and reduce instances of collateral damage
and civilian deaths during military operations.50 The civilians are equipped with selfpurchased knives, machetes, sticks, and small arms, and government-supplied
vehicles. The CJTF maintains checkpoints, assists with arrests, and provides the
government troops with intelligence on insurgent members and their locations.
Media reports suggest that the groups have had some success in improving security
in the capital city of Maiduguri.

Formation of the Civilian JTF
After a series of high-profile attacks by the Boko Haram insurgent group, Nigeria’s
President Goodluck Jonathan declared a state of emergency in Borno, Yobe, and
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Adamawa states in May 2013. Among other things, the declaration resulted in an
increase in government troop presence in these states from 3,600 to 5,600 soldiers
and the creation of the Joint Task Force (JTF)—a unit comprising army, police, and
customs officials specifically designed to combat Boko Haram. As the government
ramped up its military activities in the northeast states, groups of young men in
Maiduguri also began to organize themselves to protect their communities against
Boko Haram and assist the new security forces deployed to the region.
Vigilante efforts by these youth quickly led to a series of civilian-assisted arrests. In
the months that followed, the role of these civilians expanded beyond static local
defense to include intelligence gathering, surveillance and tracking, and raids on
homes of known and suspected members of Boko Haram. These operations were
unofficially conducted on behalf of the government, and the volunteers became
known as the Civilian Joint Task Force.
Under the supervision of the Nigerian military, CJTF members were given
identification cards and were organized into units under the control of JTF
neighborhood sector commands.51 Although the CJTF were volunteers, the
government was able to exert leverage by providing members with salaries, paying
for treatment of injuries sustained in encounters with Boko Haram, and giving
financial assistance to the families of those killed in action.52 In an area rife with
underemployment, a paid CJTF workforce offered an alternative to youth who
otherwise might have fought for Boko Haram.
Reports of CJTF members overstepping their operational jurisdiction, however, led
the government to issue warnings against vigilante justice.53 In addition, residents
have complained that the CJTF members have harassed motorists at checkpoints and
have committed assaults and other abuses, to include burning suspected Boko
Haram members alive and ransacking the home of the chairman of the Borno state’s
ruling party, whom they suspected of being involved with the group.54 Some
communities fear that the CJTF could eventually become another source of
insecurity.
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CJTF personnel also proved extremely vulnerable to Boko Haram’s retaliatory strikes,
and their operations have provoked an increase in insurgent reprisal attacks against
communities that cooperate with or house members of the self-defense force.
Moreover, it appears that the group has been infiltrated by Boko Haram spies on a
number of occasions.55
Recognizing their vulnerability and potential for abusive behavior, and desiring a
means to professionalize and eventually demobilize the vigilante groups, the
government launched the Borno Youth Empowerment Scheme (BOYES) in October
2013. The program, aimed at CJTF members age 20 and over, consisted of
counseling, guidance, and skills acquisition training.56 However, the program appears
to have been discontinued in late 2013 or early 2014—probably due to the
government’s failure to continue funding the initiative.57
Some youth have expressed dissatisfaction with the government’s imposition of
limitations on their operations. To these CJTF members, what was originally an
organic, community-led initiative was forcibly transformed into a subsidiary arm of
the government’s poorly executed security operations in northeastern Nigeria.
Despite the government’s efforts to institutionalize the group, the CJTF appears to
have maintained a high degree of autonomy from the government, and, as a result,
members have received little in the way of additional financing and equipment.58
Non-governmental organizations, such as Every Nigerian Do Something (ENDS), have
made minor contributions to CJTF forces in lieu of equipment provision from the
government.59

Insights from the Nigerian experience
The presence of the CJTF has significantly contributed to the dislodgement of Boko
Haram’s foothold in Maiduguri. Also, it appears that the success of the CJTF may
have contributed to the insurgency’s shift to operating in the countryside. While the
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CJTF has also expanded operations to villages, the CJTF members who operate
outside of Maiduguri are far less well equipped and much less successful tactically.60
Despite the group’s successes, the CJTF has had a mixed impact on the overall
security environment of northeastern Nigeria. CJTF activities have also elicited
changes in Boko Haram’s strategy, such as the targeting of civilian areas under CJTF
control. Boko Haram also appears to have successfully infiltrated the CJTF as a
means of gathering intelligence on government operations. Lastly, the group has
been cited for numerous accounts of violent vigilante justice outside of their
operational jurisdiction. Residents fear that the group could be co-opted by
politicians and used for political thuggery in the 2015 elections.

Anti-Guerilla forces in the Peruvian highlands
Community defense forces are widespread in Peru’s modern-day security landscape,
providing security to peasants from criminals, drug smugglers, as well as antigovernment guerrillas. In the 1980s, a number of village-based self-defense groups
stood up in Peru’s highlands to protect locals from the Sendero Luminoso (Shining
Path) Maoist insurgent group. By the mid-1990s, close to 120,000 volunteers had
joined rural defense groups such as the Comites de Defensa Civil, the Defensa Civil
Antisubversia, and the Comites de Autodefensa y Desarrollo. As the military
developed better strategies to manage and support them, Peruvian CDFs became
extraordinarily effective at clearing areas, preventing infiltration, and even targeting
the Sendero Luminoso insurgent network.

Evolution of the Peruvian CDFs
In late 1982, Peruvian Marines fighting in the “emergency zone” of the Apurimac
River valley began assuming authority over pre-existing, organic community selfdefense groups such as the Iquichan village defenders in the Huanta. These co-opted
grassroots village defense groups were given the name Comites de Defensa Civil
(CDCs). Each village unit was commanded by a junta directiva, but there was very
little coordination beyond that.61 Initially, the Peruvian security forces remained
garrisoned in larger towns and cities and did not try to monitor or control these
units directly.
During this period, the expansion of village forces proceeded slowly. Despite their
hatred for the Sendero Luminoso, many villagers were hesitant to join the CDC units
60
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for fear of revenge attacks, and were weary of the “foreign” Peruvian military whose
officers came from the cities and coastal areas.62 Moreover, they often lacked
weapons with which to defend themselves. Confrontations between the CDCs and the
guerillas often resulted in large numbers of casualties for the peasant defenders.
Consequently, many CDC units refused to patrol and in some instances would allow
guerilla columns to freely pass through their territory in order to avoid being
attacked.
In 1989, the military began to reorganize CDCs into a cohesive, regionally focused
force in order to improve their survivability and effectiveness. With the help of the
Peruvian marines, village units were incorporated into the Defensa Civil Antisubversia
(DECAS), a hierarchical network of regional, district, and village self-defense
committees. The Apurimac River valley was divided into administrative zones, each
controlled by its own peasant coordinator and overseen by a supreme commander (a
fighter rumored to have been a Sendero defector). As part of the DECAS program,
village defenders shifted from a static defensive force to a mobile force designed to
pacify entire valleys, not just individual villages.
In order to professionalize their fighting forces, each administrative zone formed a
Comandos Especiales unit. These elite units were composed of the best of the DECAS
volunteers. The DECAS also took steps to avoid re-infiltration of cleared areas by
controlling access into and out of the valleys and limiting unnecessary travel between
villages. Through the use of clandestine peasant operatives, DECAS commanders
were able to root out hidden insurgent cadres from occupied villages. A formalized
amnesty program helped the DECAS recruit insurgents into their ranks; these
insurgents provided intimate knowledge of Sendero tactics, the strength and
movement of rebel forces, the locations of supply caches, and the identity of spies.63
Reorganization and additional military support allowed the DECAS program to pacify
the entire Apurimac River valley in a matter of months. Centralized leadership, good
coordination between villages, and the imposition of strict discipline further
consolidated gains. Yet its relative autonomy and strong village leadership also
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contributed to the rise of “jungle warlords” who used the DECAS as their own private
militias, sometimes in support of lucrative drug-smuggling operations.64
In the early 1990s, newly elected President Alberto Fujimori adopted a new
counterinsurgency strategy aimed at “winning the hearts and minds” of the rural
population. Having seen the effectiveness of the DECAS units, as well as their
drawbacks, the new administration sought to expand the program while increasing
accountability and government control. As part of this initiative, the DECAS program
was renamed Comites de Autodefensa y Desarrollo (CAD). It was given statutory
recognition, and placed under the control of the armed forces. Village units were also
supplied with defensive armaments as part of the new program.
In order to gain control over village commanders and discourage predatory and
criminal behavior, the military set about imposing a series of innovative
administrative and bureaucratic controls over the CAD units. CAD commanders were
required to submit weekly reports that detailed their activities and summarized
intelligence that had been collected. In addition, the Peruvian security forces
conducted random inspections and issued identification cards to promote
accountability and prevent infiltration.65 In order to limit inter-village violence and
prevent future threats to the government, the military limited the numbers and types
of weapons that self-defense groups could obtain and kept detailed registers of the
firearms and ammunition in their possession.66
Closer cooperation between village defenders and the military brought dramatic
improvements in the relationships between the armed forces and the peasantry in
general. The CAD was credited not just with providing local security, but also with
enabling the return of much-sought-after aid and development to the countryside.
According to one Peru watcher, the CAD even contributed to the development of civil
society in the poor and previously neglected highlands.67 Many self-defense groups
transformed themselves into community police, and some CAD leaders transitioned
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into politics as advocates for indigenous communities.68 Highlighting their continued
relevance within Peru’s security landscape, the government recently pledged to
strengthen and empower remaining CAD groups and has asked them to help quell
drug trafficking and crime.69

Insights from the Peruvian experience
Throughout the 1980s and early 1990s, Peru’s military learned hard lessons about
mobilizing community self-defense forces against the Shining Path Maoist insurgent
group. Early on, Peruvian military officers fighting the insurgency were opposed to
working with armed peasants and few made any systematic attempt to utilize the
self-defense groups.70
The steps taken by the Peruvian authorities to control and support these groups yield
some valuable lessons worth examining. Initially, without an official government policy
or military plan in place, efforts to work with local defense groups floundered.
Peasant volunteers feared retaliation by the insurgents, lacked weapons to defend
themselves with, and were weary of cooperating with the military. Volunteers suffered
high numbers of causalities and some were involved in abuses themselves. This
changed when the Peruvian government began to integrate local defense groups as
official auxiliaries of the state in a broader counterinsurgency strategy. As the
military developed better means to support them, village defenders became
extraordinarily effective at defending themselves, clearing areas, and preventing reinfiltration.

Counter-Narco forces in Michoacán, Mexico
Since 2006, the Mexican government, police, and military have been engaged in a
nationwide campaign to disrupt and destroy various “drug cartels” or violent
criminal organizations which thrive, in large part, by controlling the trafficking of
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illegal drugs (among other goods, and persons) into the United States.71 Mexico’s war
on drugs (estimates put the death toll at 100,000 or higher) has consisted mostly of
fighting among different cartels, and between the cartels and police or military. In
early 2013, however, a significant new participant in the conflict emerged in the
violence-plagued state of Michoacán: voluntary, community-based self-defense
forces. These forces formed with the purpose of driving out the Knights Templars
(Caballeros Templares) cartel, the dominant criminal force in the state. Over the
following year, these self-defense forces, with support from the military and federal
police, methodically cleared the Knights Templars from their communities. In 2014,
the Mexican government offered them legitimacy as units of the governmentapproved Rural Guard (Guardias Rurales) forces. Many community self-defense
forces agreed, registering their arms and members; but others did not. Many
questions remain about the nature of these forces, their relationship to the state and
federal government and security forces, and the role(s) they will play—if any—in
Michoacán’s future.

The uncertain origins and nature of Michoacán’s community selfdefense groups
Community self-defense forces, and community police, are not uncommon in
Mexico’s rural communities. They exist because throughout its history, the Mexican
government has struggled to provide services (including security) in much of its
territory. The constitution guarantees indigenous communities the right to organize
and operate their own local public security forces in line with traditional practices
and norms. The Rural Guards (Guardia Rural), local defense forces with quasi-legal
relations with state and federal police, have existed across Mexico for over a century.
Assessments of Michoacán’s self-defense forces indicate that most of them emerged
through legitimate voluntarism in response to community outrage over the violence
and extortion wreaked by the Knights Templars. Some, however, appear to have ties
to influential local business owners (who sought protection from extortion by the
Knights Templars), to competing criminal organizations, or to factions of the Knights
Templars themselves.72
From the beginning, members of self-defense groups in Michoacán raised suspicions
by toting AK-47s, AR-15s, and .50 caliber sniper rifles, unusual weaponry for farmers
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and shopkeepers.73 They claimed to have captured them from the cartels; however,
some reports trace them to local business leaders, while others tie them to rival
criminal cartels. Indeed, several leaders of self-defense groups have known ties to the
former Familia Michoacána cartel.74 Despite these ties, local reports and surveys
strongly suggest that most self-defense groups are part of an organic anti-drugviolence movement and have widespread support within local communities and
across Mexico.
In January 2013, the federal government took action to address Michoacán’s security
situation, sending in troops and announcing an effort to take charge under its own
commissioner. The growing military and federal police presence in Michoacán
occasionally clashed with self-defense members, but for the most part they left one
another alone. However, as the groups gained national attention for their armed
campaign against the Knights Templars, the military and police began to cooperate
with them. The self-defense groups blocked off roads and footpaths, provided local
intelligence, and operated as foot soldiers in support of broader military operations.
In January 2014, the government formalized its relationship with the self-defense
groups by reaching an agreement to allow them to transition to Rural Guard forces,
with rights to bear arms and defend their communities, albeit under the command of
the federal police and military. Eventually, the self-defense groups would voluntarily
disband and members in good standing could join local police forces. In recent
months, this program seems to have worked, as over 3,000 members have received
training, uniforms, and equipment as members of official Rural Guard forces.75
By all accounts, Michoacán’s self-defense groups have been an effective fighting
force. In just over a year after their formation, self-defense groups operating in
concert with the federal police and military drove the Knights Templar from their
rural communities (though not necessarily from the major port of Lázaro Cardenas
or the regional urban center Apatzingán). Hundreds of alleged cartel members have
been arrested in joint operations. In March 2013 alone, the military announced that
they had killed the legendary founder and leader of the Knights Templar, and one of
his top operatives.76
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The future of the self-defense groups is far from clear, however. They continue to
man checkpoints and conduct patrols in their areas, and remain heavily armed.
Members interviewed purport to be wary of a return of the Knights Templar. They
say they will rejoin their communities once the threat is gone and the government is
doing its job of providing reliable security.77 A significant number have been
integrated into the state and federal police as Rural Guard forces; others have not.
The government recently announced that, as of May 13, 2014, any self-defense
member bearing arms unregistered with the government, and not participating in the
transition to joining the Rural Forces, will be arrested. In late June, the government
arrested 83 self-defense group members, including the only prominent self-defense
leader who refused to join the Rural Guards.78

Insights from the Mexican experience
Reports suggest that at a tactical level, Michoacán’s self-defense groups have been
surprisingly effective at protecting communities from drug related violence. These
self-defense forces were able to form and mobilize remarkably quickly and for all
intents and purposes, dismantled the Knights Templar cartel, at least within the rural
areas of Michoacán. Remarkably, the self-defense groups waged their aggressive
campaign without attracting much criticism for excessive violence or human rights
violations.
Nevertheless, over the longer term, the success of these groups is uncertain. Despite
attempts by the government, many of these groups have yet to reconcile their status
vis-à-vis state security forces. In addition, it is alleged that there are ties between
self-defense members and local criminal organizations, or that some self-defense
groups have begun to extort businesses and commit other crimes in their
communities. Due to their relative newness, a definitive assessment of these groups
and their effectiveness is several years off.

Civil defense forces in the Philippines
Civil defense forces have long been a feature of the Philippines security landscape,
particularly on the archipelago’s southern island of Mindanao. Local defense forces
played a significant role in counter-guerrilla operations during the Spanish colonial
period (1565-1898), in the Philippine-American War (1898-1902), during the Japanese
occupation (1941-1945), in counter-guerrilla operations during the Hukbalahap
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Rebellion (1946-1954), and in more contemporary counterinsurgency campaigns
against the Communist Party of the Philippines/New People’s Army (CPP/NPA) and
Muslim separatist groups such as the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF).
Local defense forces have proliferated since the 1970s and form an often-bewildering
array of “less-official” and quasi-public security structures. The size of the official
security forces is relatively modest. In a country of more than 93 million people, with
multiple insurgencies underway, the army fields a mere 86,000 men, while the
Philippine National Police (PNP) maintain a force of only 40,500 men.79 However, as of
2010, more than one million Filipinos were serving in civil defense forces, according
to one estimate.80

Civilian Armed Forces Geographical Unit (CAFGU)
Founded in the late 1980s to counter a growing CPP/NPA, the CAFGU are locally
recruited, part-time units of the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP). Deployed
primarily in Mindanao, the 55,000-man CAFGU is a successor to the Civilian Home
Defense Forces (CHDF). Created by the Ferdinand Marcos dictatorship (1965-1986),
the CHDF were notorious for their abuses (ranging from chicken stealing to
extrajudicial killings), corruption, and incompetence.81
The CAFGU has two components: the CAFGU Active Auxiliaries (CAA), and the Special
CAFGU Active Auxiliaries (SCAA). Both are recruited locally, typically by government
officials. The CAA is trained and paid by the army and is under its direct supervision.
The SCAA hold a more ambiguous status. Although sometimes trained and equipped
by the AFP, SCAA members are typically paid by local companies to provide “static”
defense for plantations and other commercial enterprises.82
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Civilian Volunteer Organizations (CVOs)
With an estimated 800,000 members, CVOs are by far the single largest element of
the Philippines’ less-formal security structure. Descendants of vigilante groups that
operated during the 1980s, CVOs function primarily as unarmed neighborhood
(barangay) watch groups. According to a United Nations report, “When strangers or
anyone who does not live in the [barangay] comes in, their name and reason to visit
is recorded in a log.” The contents of that log are shared regularly with the AFP.83
Nominally under the command and the control of the security forces, CVOs, like the
SCAA, are recruited by local government officials and paid on an ad hoc basis that
varies from district to district. These barangay watch groups also function as
intelligence collectors for the security forces and as auxiliaries in high-threat
environments where they can be armed and deputized by the PNP.84

Private armed groups
Adding to the complexity of the security landscape in the Philippines is the
proliferation of various unofficial security forces, which, according to one
authoritative estimate, number more than 100.85 Those forces are sometimes called
“private armies,” but that term is rather misleading, since many of these groups
operate on behalf of the state. Indeed, in Mindanao, the AFP and PNP have deployed
these armed groups in offensive counterinsurgency operations.86
Privately maintained armies, typically operating under the patronage of powerful
families and clans, may employ full-time soldiers and policemen on a part-time basis.
At the same time, these security units are tools for settling private and inter-clan
disputes (rodas), as well as instruments for accumulating ill-gotten gains through
drug trafficking, extortion, and kidnapping for ransom.87
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Insights from the Filipino experience
Civil defense forces function as “force multipliers” for the PNP and the AFP. Widely
deployed and relatively cheap, these auxiliary forces have enabled the Filipino state
to employ “high-density” counterinsurgency tactics that attempt to suppress armed
groups by saturating threatened areas, rooting out guerrilla forces with intensive
military operations, and then “holding” secured sectors with civil defense units.88
In the view of the Philippine armed forces, the CAA’s intimate knowledge of the
local environment makes them particularly valuable in a counterinsurgency
context.89 According to a senior AFP leader, CAA groups “are locals of the area
they are assigned in . . . [T]heir personal and comprehensive knowledge of local
conditions . . . contribute significantly to our operations.”90
More broadly, self-defense forces represent an attempt by the state to assert its
authority in regions where it has traditionally had little presence. Indeed, these local
units are a response to, and a product of, security and governance vacuums in which
armed groups have flourished. Unlike insurgent or out-and-out criminal groups, civil
defense organizations can lay claim to what one scholar calls “an explicitly legal
status or at least a grudging tolerance of agents of the state.”91
Local self-defense units have a role in counterinsurgency that extends beyond the
kinetic. In recent years, the AFP has stressed development programs that are
intended to pull up the roots of rebellion.92 Civil defense forces are aid emissaries
and service providers for military-initiated programs designed to pacify the restive
denizens of conflicted islands such as Mindanao.93
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These local defense forces can be described as occupying ambiguous and fluid
positions that are difficult to characterize as strictly public or truly private, thereby
making accountability for abuse and predation an elusive goal. Recruitment is often a
highly politicized affair that allows local notables to enlist individuals to serve
private and personal interests.94
Ultimately, CAAs, SCAAs, and CVOs present a decidedly mixed picture (for their part,
private armed groups appear to play an almost entirely negative, predatory role).
Training appears to be relatively poor; there is considerable potential for abuse; and
accountability and oversight remain limited. At the same time, civil defense forces
have demonstrated considerable local knowledge; they have in some cases succeeded
in “holding” cleared areas; and at least some of these units have functioned
reasonably as force multipliers for the AFP and PNP.

Local defense forces in Thailand’s deep south
Civil defense forces have long been a feature of Thailand’s security apparatus. They
have played a prominent role in the Thai government’s counterinsurgency strategy—
first in the campaign against the Communist Party of Thailand’s (CPT’s) “people’s
war” during the 1960s and 1970s, and more recently in operations against
separatist/nationalist Malay-Muslim insurgents in the country’s far south (namely,
the provinces of Yala, Pattani, Narathiwat, and four districts of Songkhla province).
The state has delegated many security responsibilities to CDFs. This is not a function
of a shortage of troops—the Royal Thai Army has some 190,000 active-duty
personnel—but rather a product of the army high command’s traditional focus on
Bangkok politics coupled with an institutional disinclination to engage in internal
security operations.95 Thailand has a baffling multiplicity of local security forces and
for most residents of the far south, these CDFs represent an “undifferentiated
paramilitary jumble.”96

Volunteer Defense Corps (Or Sor)
The largest civil defense force in Thailand, the Or Sor, is deployed in each of the
country’s provinces, districts, and sub-districts. Approximately 5,400 men serve in
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the deep south.97 Serving on a voluntary basis (as the name implies), the Or Sor are
full-time civilian employees of the interior ministry. The Village Defense Corps have
an assortment of security responsibilities, to include maintaining road checkpoints
and protecting schoolteachers, an important target for insurgents. While they have
no legal powers, these forces frequently support the police in law enforcement
operations such as crowd and riot control. The Or Sor’s knowledge of local
conditions and actors makes it an important source of knowledge for provincial
governors. As a ready reserve of trained manpower, these units are also called upon
to support raids and other security operations conducted by the military. Finally, the
Village Defense Corps is responsible (at least on paper) for training other local
defense forces.

Village Development and Self-Defense Volunteers (Chor Ror Bor)
Established in 1985, the Chor Ror Bor is the direct descendent of the Village Security
Teams, a locally based self-defense force created by the CIA in the mid-1960s during
the early days of the Thai government’s campaign against the CPT.98 The Chor Ror
Bor overlaps considerably with the Or Sor in terms of security responsibilities.
Operating in every village in the far south, the Village Development and Self-Defense
Volunteers maintain a considerable presence, with 47,000 men deployed.99 Each
village unit is typically made up of 30 men (although there are many reports that
child volunteers also serve), who are armed with a mixture of shotguns and
automatic weapons.100 While normally serving in stationary or static roles such as
manning checkpoints, these units also guard teachers, gather intelligence, support
the police by identifying suspects, and participate in military operations, such as
joint patrols and cordon-and-search counterinsurgency operations with the army and
police.

Village Protection Volunteers (Or Ror Bor)
Operating in minority Thai-Buddhist communities, the Or Ror Bor is a de facto
sectarian civil-defense force with the implicit mission of defending these
communities from attack by Malay-Muslims, who form the majority of the population
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in the far south. Reflecting Thai-Buddhist perceptions of vulnerability, the Or Ror Bor
has a distinctly ethno-nationalist tinge.101 Indeed, these civil defense forces, whose
membership totals roughly 10,000, operate under the patronage of the (Buddhist)
queen of Thailand. The existence of the Village Protection Volunteers and its ethnonationalist complexion has created widespread unease among Malay-Muslims, who
have formed their own local defense forces to defend interests they believe are
challenged by Thai-Muslim protectors of the “motherland.”

Insights from the Thai experience
The capabilities of local defense forces operating in Thailand’s restive south vary
considerably from organization to organization. By most accounts, the Or Sor is the
most proficient of the CDFs. The Volunteer Defense Corps have a well-developed
sense of purpose, rooted in a belief that the units exist to help and protect the
population. Moreover, the Or Sor enjoys an appreciably better human rights record
than either the army or the police.102
That said, neither the Or Sor nor any of the CDFs have demonstrated any particular
competence as security providers. While costing relatively little relative to the RTA or
the police, and possessing local awareness and knowledge of local insurgent
networks, the Thai CDFs operate with hindrances that limit their performance
considerably. Training and equipment is generally considered poor, and units are
sometimes fielded against militants without adequate support.
In some cases, they appear to be used as operational tripwires. For example, one
village volunteer told a reporter in March 2011 that each time he was assigned to
joint patrols with security forces “he would be put on the front and would be first to
take the blow if anything went wrong.”103 In the view of one leading scholar of the
conflict in the deep south, the “[c]asualties inflicted on members of the Chor Ror Bor
and other militias [illustrate] the inability of the Thai state to protect its village-level
adjutants.”104 Ultimately, concludes the International Crisis Group, “the contribution
of various village militias to security is negligible.”105
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This could in fact understate the problem—local defense forces may be net
contributor to public insecurity. Ill-disciplined, inept, or corrupt local forces allow
insurgents and criminals easy access to weapons. Moreover, CDFs in the deep south
are readily co-opted by local strongmen and potentates and wielded by various “dark
influences” (itthiphon meut) to serve private, criminal or familial rather than public
interests.
Communal defense forces—although a response to a profound lack of security—
serve as an additional accelerant in a conflict-riddled environment. Although a
significant number of Malay-Muslims participate in the Chor Ror Bor, they are widely
regarded with disdain by co-ethnics who consider them “traitors” (munafik) serving
“Siamese” interests. The existence of sectarian forces has prompted out-group
members to form their own self-defense units. Malay-Muslims have established their
own unofficial and unsanctioned community defense forces in response to perceived
threats. Finally, the creation of the Or Ror Bor, rather than alleviating security
concerns, has led some Thai Buddhists to believe that the state has not done enough
to protect their interests, which has contributed to the growth of vigilante-style
defense groups. In the words of one Buddhist monk in Khok district, Pattani
province, “guns reassure your safety.”106

Third-party employment of CDFs
Village defense forces in South Vietnam
During the 1960s and 1970s, the CIA and the U.S. military established several CDF
programs in South Vietnam in an attempt to combat insurgent infiltration from the
North. Two of the largest and most important programs were the Civilian Irregular
Defense Group (CIDG) led by the CIA and the U.S. Marine Corps’ Combined Action
Platoon (CAP) program. These programs focused on the defense of rural or isolated
villages and were often centered on specific tribal or minority ethnic groups. By the
time the CIDG program was transitioned to U.S. military control in 1963, it had
grown to over 61,000 members, consisting of 43,000 village defenders and an
18,000-man mobile strike force.107 At its zenith, the CAP program consisted of 114
Popular Force (PF) platoons, containing 35 villager defenders each.108
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Civilian Irregular Defense Group
The CIA launched the CIDG in 1961 as a covert program to counter Viet Cong
influence in South Vietnam's Central Highlands by convincing Montagnard tribesmen
and other minority groups to defend their villages against infiltration. The CIDG saw
its first major success at Buon Enao village in Darlac province. In exchange for
weapons, training, and developmental assistance, the Rhade tribe agreed to side with
the South Vietnamese government.
The establishment of a community defense force at Buon Enao village attracted wide
attention in other tribal settlements, and the program expanded rapidly across the
entire province. Green Beret A Teams assigned to the CIA began moving into villages
to set up CIDG camps or “Area Development Centers.” The United States equipped
CIDG units with basic small arms and trained the units to use them.109 The village
chief, as well as other recruits, vetted candidates in order to prevent Viet Cong
infiltrators.110 While local defenders manned static positions in the villages, welltrained, full-time (and paid) mobile strike forces patrolled outlying areas and rallied
to villages that came under attack. Once a village was pacified, it served as a training
camp for others. By August 1962, the area under CIDG development encompassed
200 villages.
While relatively successful in reducing insurgent influence at the village level, the U.S.
military felt that the CIDG units and their Special Forces mentors were not being
used to their full, offensive potential. Under Operation Switchback, starting in 1963,
the CIDG program was transferred from the CIA to the Military Assistance Command
Vietnam (MACV). Units were ordered to forgo village defense in favor of more
conventional operations such as border surveillance and interdiction.111 As a result of
Operation Switchback, CIDG’s forces began operating outside of their home areas,
and were pitted against larger and better armed enemy forces.112
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The U.S. Marine Corps’ Combined Action Program
In 1965, the U.S. Marine Corps created the Combined Action Program (CAP) to bolster
the South Vietnamese Popular Forces (PFs) — a pre-existing paramilitary force under
the control of the South Vietnamese military. Under CAP, U.S. Marine squads were
combined with PF platoons.113 To gain the trust of the communities in which they
operated, Marine squads embedded themselves with their Vietnamese counterparts
and lived alongside them in the villages. This arrangement facilitated both the
training and civic action aspects of their mission (e.g., construction of schools,
provision of medical services).
At the height of the program, 114 CAP platoons were operational, all located in the
highly contested Military Region 1, south of the North Vietnamese border.114 U.S.
Marines taught basic defense tactics and instilled discipline, while the PFs provided
the Marines with language training, familiarization with local customs, and valuable
information regarding Viet Cong operations.115 The Viet Cong saw the program as a
substantial threat to its control over the population and thus frequently attacked
CAP platoons. Eventually, high casualty rates among embedded CAP units led to a
more mobile approach to the program, with units moving between villages and
spending the night in the field.

Insights from the American experience in South Vietnam
The CIDG program was highly successful from its inception until the end of 1963.
Village defenders accepted the training and weapons enthusiastically and fought well
against the Viet Cong. Deliberate, well-conceived vetting procedures prevented largescale insurgent infiltration.116 Largely due to the effectiveness of the CIDG units, the
Vietnamese government was able to declare Darlac province secure by the end of
1962.117
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After its initial success, the CIDG program began to falter when it took on a more
conventional role and offensive mission sets. The quality of training, as well as
attention to vetting, fell as the program expanded. The re-supply of village defenders
was often delayed.118 Desertion rates increased as tribesmen grew sick of serving so
far from their villages.119 When units were transitioned to Vietnamese control, the
government was unable — or in some cases unwilling — to support the CIDG units.120
The Vietnamese government‘s racist views towards ethnic minorities created distrust
and animosities that in some instances led units to abandon the program.121 At the
end of 1963, the first CIDG site at Buon Enao village fell apart. A year later, another
five CIDG camps revolted against the government.122
Although always few in numbers (U.S. Marines participating in the program never
exceeded 2,500), CAP platoons were largely successful in disrupting insurgent
activities in the villages in which they were employed. According to most accounts,
CAP platoons were more effective than their un-partnered PF counterparts.123 They
were cheap to operate, popular with the locals, and had a high “kill” ratio relative to
the size of the units.124 They allowed the U.S. Marines to engage the enemy more
often than other American units involved in search-and-destroy operations.125
Moreover, armed with reliable intelligence, CAP platoons were able to minimize
collateral damage by forgoing the use of heavy artillery and air support in favor of
small arms tactics. Also, because the PF they partnered with were able to effectively
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spot mines and booby traps, fewer CAP Marines died as a result of mine warfare.126 In
addition to security, the CAP program also facilitated government penetration into
the villages. Of those villages possessing CAP platoons, 93 percent had functioning
government councils, compared to 29 percent in un-partnered villages.127
Despite some success the program was too small to achieve widespread security
gains. Positive effects were highly localized and often transitory.128 U.S. Marine
commanders failed to link disparate CAP platoons into a comprehensive local
security architecture, and squads were often inserted into villages beyond the
supporting range of other CAP units.129 Consequently, in some cases large enemy
formations overran static CAP posts.130 After U.S. Marines withdrew from an area, PF
performance fell dramatically and some reverted to Viet Cong control. After four
years of operations, only two CAP platoons out of 114 had ever achieved a level of
pacification sufficient to allow the squad to move into new villages.131

Tribal auxiliaries in southern Oman
The Omani government employs a small force of tribal auxiliaries to provide
additional security in the south of the country. Firqats, as they are known, are the
remnants of a tribal defense force recruited by the Omani government and trained by
the British military during the 1970s to help put down the Dhofar rebellion. At the
end of the war, firqat units were incorporated into the Omani military chain of
command as part of the Tribal Home Guard tasked with protecting communities,
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manning local forts, and assisting regular security forces with reconnaissance and
border patrols.132.

Firqats during the Dhofar rebellion
During the rebellion of the 1970s, the firqats operated as irregular formations of
lightly armed tribal fighters, working in conjunction with British Special Forces
advisory teams from the Special Air Service (SAS). British Army Training Teams
(BATTs) provided training, weapons, command and control, and medical aid.133 They
were given the responsibility of protecting government centers on the Jebel mountain
range and of securing their own tribal areas. Twenty-one firqat units, numbering
from 50 to 150 men each (for a total force of approximately 2,000 to 2,500), were
eventually formed at 26 separate locations.134 On occasion, Firqat units also
accompanied regular Omani forces on major combat operations.
The firqats’ most significant contribution was their knowledge of the human terrain
and their ability to provide vital intelligence.135 Prior to the uprising in Dhofar, the
Omani military had no Jebelis within its ranks and had little experience operating in
the south. Unfamiliar with local customs and dialects, Omani soldiers found it
exceedingly difficult to engage the southern tribes and to establish intelligence
networks. The firqat, on the other hand, were members of the communities in which
they operated and had intimate knowledge of insurgent networks and tactics. Prior
to joining a firqat, a recruit was subjected to questioning by members of the Omani
military as well as his tribe. These debriefings produced a great deal of exploitable
intelligence regarding insurgent hideouts, supply routes, unit strengths, and
commander names.136 Firqats also proved adept in the reconnaissance role—spotting
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mines, detecting ambushes, and identifying insurgent positions for Omani army and
SAS patrols.
The firqat force also provided an incredibly effective mechanism for reintegrating
insurgent fighters. In fact, by the end of the war, insurgent defectors accounted for
nearly 80 percent of the firqat force.137 The first unit, the Firqat Salahedin, was stood
up by rebel commanders who had turned against the increasingly anti-tribal and antiIslamic insurgent leadership. The success of their high-profile defection had a
cascading effect, and soon hundreds of enemy fighters began to surrender. Firqat
members encouraged their tribesmen to join them, sometimes using the
government’s Radio Dhofar to reach out to their former comrades.138 In addition to
amnesty, the government offered cash incentives to those willing to lay down their
arms. Insurgents found that joining a firqat unit was an honorable way to leave the
insurgency, while at the same time earning an income.
The establishment of local defense forces also brought development and economic
growth to the disadvantaged south. Once an area was cleared, and a firqat unit was
stood up to protect it, British Army engineers would arrive to build wells, medical
clinics, schools, roads, and power stations. The monthly salaries paid to firqat
members brought new-found prosperity to the Jebeli population.

Insights from the British experience in Oman
When used strictly as an irregular force and within the framework of a
comprehensive counterinsurgency strategy, firqats provided critical capabilities that
the regular Omani military could not match.139 In addition to holding cleared
territory, the firqats provided situational awareness, intelligence on insurgent
networks and tactics, inroads to the population, and employment to rebels wishing
to leave the insurgency. On the political front, the firqats secured the support of the
Jebeli tribes and helped build trust in the central government.
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While effective, firqats proved difficult to control. They were self-interested,
undisciplined, unpredictable, and intensely tribal.140 Their primary motivation for
fighting was often the retrieval of their own tribal lands and they would rarely
cooperate with firqats from other areas.141 On occasion, firqats refused to attack
insurgents, as killing a member of another tribe would create a blood feud.142 Also,
because of their familial connections to the insurgency, the Omani army and SAS
were often unsure of their loyalty. In order to keep the firqats from tipping off
insurgents, the location of an operation was often kept secret from them until the
last minute.143
The firqat required constant supervision and support in order to remain effective.
Initially, the SAS had planned to quickly transition control of an established firqat
unit to the Omani military, and move into other areas. But without their BATT
advisors to lobby on their behalf, firqat units did not get the support or materials
they needed. Transitioned firqats soon became ineffective, intelligence stopped
flowing, and BATTs had to take back control.144 At the end of the war, most firqats
still required support from BATT advisors.

The Sons of Iraq
In 2007, U.S. forces engaged in counterinsurgency operations in Iraq created a civil
defense force to protect neighborhoods and wage proxy warfare against al Qaeda in
Iraq (AQI). Impressed by the effectiveness of grassroots mobilization to isolate the
Sunni insurgency from its bases of support, U.S. commanders attempted to expand
the “Al Anbar Awakening” by creating a nation-wide, local defense program. The
Sons of Iraq (SOI), as the program was later dubbed, had its origins in the tribal
revolt in the Sunni stronghold of Al Anbar province, but quickly expanded
throughout the country and incorporated over 100,000 volunteers.
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The Sons of Iraq program
In order to expand the success of the ‘Anbar Awakening’ to other parts of Iraq, in the
spring of 2007, the Multi-National Corps- Iraq (MNC-I) Commander tasked the Joint
Fires and Effects Cell to create a Reconciliation and Engagements Cell (REC).145 Soon
after, with guidance from the REC, coalition forces stood up the “Concerned Local
Citizens” program and began awarding Commander’s Emergency Response Program
(CERP) contracts to community leaders to provide security in their neighborhoods
and protect critical infrastructure. The program expanded rapidly and eventually
became known as the Sons of Iraq.
The SOI program called for establishing community defense groups in strategically
important neighborhoods that lacked sufficient Iraqi Security Forces (ISF). U.S.
commanders on the ground were given the freedom to create SOI units as they
deemed fit in order to overwhelm the insurgency.146 They awarded security contracts
to trustworthy community leaders based on the amount of influence they had in
their neighborhood. Rank-and-file hiring decisions were then left to individual
neighborhood commanders. In total, 779 separate SOI contracts were awarded in ten,
mainly Sunni, provinces. As many recruits had been active in the insurgency, they
were asked to sign oaths promising to renounce violence against the Iraqi
government. In addition, coalition forces screened candidates through their
electronic databases to ensure that AQI members were not infiltrating the program.147
As U.S. and Iraqi security forces cleared insurgents from a specific area, trailing
elements established SOI checkpoints to hold territory.148 Once an SOI unit was
formed, it was given instruction on checkpoint procedures, weapons handling, rules
of engagement, and detainee handling. SOI units were authorized to operate and
carry personal weapons only in the neighborhoods where they lived, and were
subordinated to nearby Iraqi or U.S. units. Typically, a single SOI unit was responsible
for several checkpoints. While the program was intended purely for static
neighborhood defense, SOI units nevertheless regularly conducted their own
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targeting operations against AQI members and worked alongside coalition forces as
scouts on raids and clearing operations.149

Insights from the American experience in Iraq
In many instances, the program had a substantial effect on the insurgency’s ability to
operate and sustain itself. According to one U.S. commander, after the SOI program
was initiated in his area, he saw a 50-percent drop in violence.150 U.S. commanders on
the ground also reported that their SOI units provided them with much-needed local
intelligence.151 SOI members were able to pinpoint areas to search and identify people
to question.
Coalition forces found that standing up the SOI also provided several important
secondary effects. Accounts suggest that the SOI program significantly decreased the
insurgency’s ability to recruit, by paying salaries to individuals who otherwise might
have joined insurgent groups. In addition, the SOI contracts boosted the local
economy by injecting much-needed cash into war-torn neighborhoods.
The SOI program, however, was not without problems. Because of the rapid rate of
expansion, only a fraction of the SOI employed were ever actually trained.152 In some
cases, accelerated expansion also led to poor vetting and supervision of SOI units.153
Accountability issues such as “ghost employees” arose, as did poor control over the
distribution of payments.154 In some instances, SOI units were created where there
was no need for additional security.
One of the most notable deficiencies in the SOI program was the poor relationship
between the SOI and the central government. Initially, the central government
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refused to recognize the SOI program and was hesitant to assume control over SOI
units. The SOI was intended as a temporary measure, and recruits were promised
employment in the ISF or positions in the civil service. When only half of the SOI
were transitioned to permanent positions in the security services and civilian
government, many SOI commanders concluded that the government had betrayed
and used them. The Iraqi government further angered SOI units by confiscating
weapons and issuing arrest warrants against some of their leaders. In addition to
their mistreatment by the Iraqi government, SOI members suffered greatly in revenge
campaigns orchestrated by Shi’a militias and al Qaeda terrorists. Hundreds of SOI
members were killed or wounded in these attacks.155 Although there are no firm
figures, officials estimate that hundreds of SOI fighters rejoined AQI, and perhaps
thousands covertly aided the insurgency.156
Despite some considerable drawbacks and mistakes made along the way, the use of
non-statutory civil defense groups in Iraq played a crucial role in resolving—or at
least temporarily quieting—the insurgency and creating the space necessary for a
political dialogue to occur.

Local defense forces in Pakistan’s tribal hinterlands

157

Since the late 19th century, British and, later, Pakistani authorities have organized
Pashtun tribesmen to provide local security in remote border areas along what is now
the border with Afghanistan. The Frontier Corps (FC), manned by locals but
commanded by Pakistan Army officers, is the most prominent of these groups.
Under British rule, the FC was an instrument in a wider system of indirect imperial
control. The Pakistani government has continued to employ the FC to police the
tribal areas in order to free up the army to prepare for conventional military
operations. Unlike the British, the Pakistani government has employed the FC in
sustained, offensive, highly “kinetic” operations. As a result of its constant use, the
performance of the post-1947 Frontier Corps has been substantially poorer than that
of its pre-1947 incarnation.
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Local defense forces under the British imperial administration
Under the British imperial administration, a variety of lightly armed and highly
mobile irregular forces, including scouts, levies, and militias, were raised to provide
security along the restive Afghan frontier and within the strategically important
tribal regions that functioned as a buffer between the border and India’s “settled”
areas. Paramilitary forces were drawn from the area’s Pashtun tribes and were often
commanded by British Indian Army officers. When blandishments failed to gain
tribal acquiescence, scouts and militias served as the Indian Civil Service political
agent’s “strike force” to buttress imperial authority.158 Routine patrols were intended
to assert and subsequently reinforce the writ of government.159
In 1907, the plethora of irregular forces operating along the frontier, including units
such as the Zhob Militia, the Kurram Militia, and the Khyber Rifles, were brought
together administratively as the Frontier Corps. Other, less formalized defense
groups continued to operate. Khassadars (tribal police), who were paid but neither
trained nor equipped by the imperial authorities, were described in a
contemporaneous British government report as having the responsibility “to ensure
the safety of communications within each tribe’s territory and secondarily to act as a
stabilizing element in the tribal life. The subsidies . . . are given in order to assist the
elders of the tribe to control the whole tribe.”160

The Frontier Corps today
The Frontier Corps survived the collapse of the British Raj largely intact. The new
government quickly ordered the army to withdraw from the frontier, leaving the
region’s security in the hands of the Frontier Corps. In addition, the government
decided to split the corps along geographical lines, creating Frontier Corps-North
West Frontier Province and Frontier Corps-Balochistan. Pakistan also created
additional units, such as the Karakoram Scouts, for defense against India. Unlike the
British, the Pakistanis used the Frontier Corps in major combat operations, including
the Indo-Pakistani wars of 1948, 1965, and 1971. The Frontier Corps fought against
separatists in Balochistan in the 1970s and provided assistance to the Afghan
mujahidin in the 1980s.161
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Today, the Frontier Corps numbers approximately 80,000. It has responsibility for
law and order in three areas: along the border with Afghanistan; within the Federally
Administered Tribal Areas (FATA), a semi-autonomous tribal region in northwestern
Pakistan; and in Balochistan. Its key roles, missions, and functions include antismuggling, counternarcotic operations, and, increasingly, counterinsurgency
operations against the Taliban and other violent extremist organizations.
A minimum of five 80-man “wings” are deployed in each tribal agency.162 As in the
period before independence, enlisted men are Pashtun recruits and officers are
drawn from the Punjabi-dominated regular army. Along the border and in the FATA,
enlisted men are locally recruited, while in Frontier Corps-Balochistan, most enlisted
men are Pashtuns from outside the region. Although the FC is technically a part of
the Ministry of the Interior, it is commanded by an “inspector general,” a post that
since 1950 has been occupied by an army brigadier or major general.163
Recent U.S. policy supports a more robust (some would say more militarized)
Frontier Corps capable of more aggressive and potent operations to defend the
border, disrupt drug trafficking, and, most importantly, counter the Taliban, al
Qaeda, and other illegal armed groups. U.S. Army Special Forces advisors have
trained Pakistani paramilitary units and have helped establish a 400-man
“commando unit” to hunt down Pashtun tribal militants and foreign Islamists.164

Insights from the British and Pakistani experiences
During the British Raj, the use of indigenous forces and a mere handful of imperial
administrators allowed the British to exercise a measure of control and maintain
what one historian termed an “acceptable level of violence” in a vast and inhospitable
territory.165 These units were relatively low cost force-multipliers that allowed the
British army to maintain a light “footprint”—an important benefit, given that the
presence of “foreign” troops (such as Hindus and Sikhs) was a source of considerable
irritation to local tribesmen. As one British Indian Army officer concluded in 1908,
“the militia system grew up as a cheap expedient to relieve regular troops from
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irksome and unpopular duties.”166 Martial prowess, the ability to endure hardship,
and esprit de corps characterized much of the FC, but these strengths had little to do
with any allegiance to abstractions such as India or the British Empire more
generally. The capabilities derived instead from group allegiance as well as personal
fealty to those British officers who were able to inspire loyalty and affection.
While never instilling a sense of citizenship or loyalty to the British administrative
authority, the Frontier Corps did offer a measure of social mobility, pride, and
prestige to local tribesmen. For foot soldiers, service offered a way to provide for
themselves as well as their families. Moreover, Pashtun society gave considerable
standing to those who fought in the Frontier Corps, even if such service entailed the
use of violence against members of one’s own tribe.167
Recruited in the areas where they would serve (with the exception of Balochistan),
members of the Frontier Corps had a depth of knowledge that was almost certainly
unobtainable otherwise. Although officered by the Pakistan Army, the FC—by
policing the ever-restive tribal regions in the neighboring areas of Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa and Balochistan—freed up the army to fix its attention on India.
Since 2003, the Frontier Corps has borne the brunt of the fighting in the FATA and
nearby areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, including the Swat Valley.168 Infrastructure
programs, with American and British funds, have built more than 200 new outposts
in the FATA and Balochistan. According to the U.S. State Department, these new
outposts have improved the ability of the Frontier Corps and other internal security
forces to “interdict militants, narcotics traffickers, and other criminal elements.”169
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Other assessments of the Frontier Corps are more downbeat. The frontier forces are
widely acknowledged to be poorly equipped, badly trained, and poorly led. In the
words of one Pakistani military analyst, regular army officers see the militiamen
“dressed in shalwar and qameez (traditional loose shirt and baggy pants worn by
civilians) and chaplis (local sandals) and... dismiss them as a rabble.”170
Heavy losses in battle and the frequent use of force against civilian Pashtuns have
badly battered morale in Frontier Corps–Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.171 Whatever Pashtun
normative code it was that accepted (or permitted) the use of violence against fellow
Pashtuns during the colonial period no longer appears to hold. Divided loyalties, or
simply the fear of retribution by their own tribes, have reportedly made some FC
members unwilling to conduct military operations against Islamist groups.172
Desertion is a serious problem, according to a 2008 report, which concluded that
roughly 2,000 FC members had run away in recent years.173
Although Frontier Corps-Balochistan is engaged in “hearts and minds” activities such
as building schools and providing medical assistance, it has earned an unenviable
reputation for heavy-handedness, corruption, and incompetence. Its members are
ethnic outsiders in a province dominated by Balochi-speaking tribes and are
therefore cut off from detailed local knowledge. Widely seen as intruders, the
Frontier Corps faces widespread public hostility. Moreover, press reports suggest
that the FC has been “captured” and manipulated by local political and business
interests.174

Local policing in Afghanistan
Since the creation of the modern Afghan state, weak central governments have had
to rely on traditional tribal militias to provide local security and to put down
insurrection. Abdur Rahman Khan, the father of the modern Afghan state,
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established an independent army but relied heavily on tribal forces in Pashtun areas
to maintain order. During the middle part of the 20th century—a stable period in
Afghan history, with arguably the greatest degree of state penetration into the
periphery—the government continued to utilize tribal police to supplement the
national army and police forces.175 During the insurgency of the 1980s, the
Communist government and its Soviet backers relied on civil defense forces, militias,
and tribal border forces to provide local defense and conduct offensive operations
against the Mujahedeen. At one point, these irregular forces greatly outnumbered the
50,000-man regular army.176
Unable to quickly stand up effective state security forces to combat the current
Taliban-led insurgency, starting in 2006, the Afghan government and its U.S. partner
began experimenting with several bottom-up local security programs. These initial
efforts achieved decidedly mixed results, and most were terminated quickly. The
latest incarnation, a nation-wide initiative called the Afghan Local Police (ALP), is
designed to replace precursor local defense programs such as the Afghan National
Auxiliary Police (ANAP), the Afghan Public Protection Program (AP3), the Local
Defense Initiative (LDI), and the Interim Security for Critical Infrastructure (ISCI)
program.

Afghanistan National Auxiliary Police
In 2006, the Afghan Ministry of Interior (MoI) launched the ANAP to provide
community policing to the southern provinces, where the government had recently
been routed by a full-scale assault by the Taliban. The ANAP’s numbers reached
11,271 men in late 2006, but only 9,000 recruits were deployed before the program
was terminated in 2008.177 On paper, the ANAP were integrated into the Afghan
National Police (ANP) structure as a separate unit at both district and provincial
levels. The provincial chief of police served as the ANAP commander and was
responsible for recruitment and logistics. According to the MoI, provincial and
district governors would also play a role but would not command ANAP.178 The ANAP
completed a 14-day training course that included weapons handling and shooting,
unarmed combat, search techniques, evidence collection, witness statements, and
general law.
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When the program was terminated, on paper the men of the ANAP were transferred
to the regular police. In reality, most of the ANAP personnel deserted or joined the
insurgency; a mere 3,200 coalesced into the ANP.179 One senior ANP general working
in the south at the time estimated that most of the weapons, uniforms, and
equipment were never returned or accounted for.180

Afghan Public Protection Program
In March 2009, the MoI and U.S. Special Forces (SF) launched a pilot communitypolicing program called the Afghan Public Protection Program (AP3) in Wardak
province. The intent of the program was to secure the population, deny insurgent
safe havens, and establish the conditions for greater development.181 The program
was slow to start, and ultimately only 1,200 of the intended 8,000 men were hired
onto the force.
In order to ensure community buy-in, the program called for volunteers to be
selected by local councils made of tribal elders and other community leaders.
Initially, Pashtun elders refused to participate and only Tajiks and Hazaras joined the
program, eager to access weapons to use in tribal feuding. Because of these
recruitment problems, SF appointed local Pashtun strongman and former Taliban
militant Ghulam Muhammad Hotak to lead the AP3. Considered an unpopular choice
by most of Wardak’s tribal elders, Ghulam was nevertheless well regarded by SF
because he was able to recruit Pashtun men into the force (500 of his militia were
automatically transferred into AP3 without vetting) as well as facilitate discussions
with Taliban members. Ghulam was replaced in 2010, but many of his men are now
members of the ALP.182

The Local Defense Initiative
In reaction to the slow development of the AP3 program, in 2009 SF planners began
experimenting with a village protection concept called the Community Defense
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Initiative, later re-named the Local Defense Initiative.183 LDI was run by SF units,
which would embed themselves in village communities and, through negotiations
with local elders, raise and train a village defense force of 20-30 protectors. Under
the supervision of SF embed teams, all LDI recruits were vetted through village
councils to ensure community buy-in and limit the potential for abuse and
infiltration. No weapons were provided; volunteers instead relied on existing
armaments.
LDI was designed to be a far more organic, bottom-up approach to local security than
previous CDF programs. Site selection for LDI included the requirement for a history
of resistance against the Taliban, and the presence or willingness to accept the
arbakai (traditional tribal policing) model of village council led community policing.
LDI sites were focused around one village or community. Although payments were
sometimes made, SF embed teams believed that the primary incentive should be not
an individual salaries but rather development projects that benefited the community
as a whole.

Interim Security for Critical Infrastructure
In 2010, the U.S. Marines stood up the Interim Security for Critical Infrastructure
program in several districts across southern province of Helmand. ISCI was a
temporary CERP funded local defense program that employed local guard forces to
protect critical infrastructure in their villages and to man checkpoints. ISCI
participants were selected by elders but reported to the district chief of police. They
were trained by the Marines for 18 days in basic policing and ethics. Unlike LDI, they
were paid a monthly salary of $150 and wore uniforms.184

The Afghan Local Police
In order to allay Afghan government fears of U.S.-backed local defense forces turning
into rogue militias, in May 2010, SF planners created Village Stability Operations
(VSO), a bottom-up counterinsurgency program that served to integrate all preexisting and future local defense forces into the MoI chain of command and place
additional emphasis on local governance and development efforts.185 The ALP
program, which is currently ongoing as of the writing of this report, was the security
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component of VSO. ALP units are made of local volunteers that operate only in their
home districts. Typically each village is eligible for 30 ALP defenders, and each
district is allowed a maximum of 300. They provide basic security, early warning, and
support to ANP and other Afghan security force elements. While they cannot
investigate crimes on their own, ALP members have citizen’s arrest authority and can
detain people to turn over to the Afghan National Security Forces.186
The ALP is administratively controlled by the MoI and by district and provincial
chiefs of police. Operational control and direct supervision is provided by the district
chief of police and his deputy. A village ALP unit has its own leader, who is chosen by
village elders and approved by the ANP regional or district commander.187
The program melds aspects of traditional Pashtun arbakai village defense with statebased policing. ALP recruits receive salaries and answer to the ANP district chief of
police but they are required to live in their villages and remain accountable to their
local elders. ALP candidates are nominated by local village council and are vetted by
the MoI and the National Directorate of Security (NDS). ALP members are provided
with uniforms, small arms, vehicles and other equipment, and receive 21 days of
training.

Insights from the American experience in Afghanistan
Because they had not been recruited locally, ANAP volunteers were ill suited to do
community-based policing. In many instances they could not speak the language of
the people they were supposed to be protecting. The MoI and NDS had very little
ability to conduct background checks of ANAP individuals, which resulted in
infiltration by Taliban eager to access salaries and resources. Estimates suggest that
as many as one in ten ANAP recruits were Taliban agents.188 Managing the ANAP
increased the workload of an already overstretched MoI and ANP. Long delays in
payment and shortages of food, equipment, and accommodations, resulted in
massive desertions in the first few months of the program.189 On at least one
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occasion, the ANAP was blamed for fueling the insurgency after a largely Tajik ANAP
force harassed Pashtun communities, which then sought protection from the Taliban.
The AP3 had similar vetting and logistics problems to the ANAP. The MoI and NDS
simply did not have the capacity or the time to vet every candidate and struggled to
provide payment and equipment to them. The AP3 were quickly released into the
fight with limited ANP supervision and a tenuous connection to village councils.190
Allegations of abuse arose, in which the AP3 were accused of beatings, thefts at
checkpoints, land grabbing, corruption, and taking rent from non-governmental
organizations. Critically, the relationship between the ANP and AP3 was very poor:
the AP3 commander refused to recognize the authority of the ANP, reporting only to
the U.S. Special Forces.191 Despite these shortcomings, many U.S. and Afghan officials
considered the AP3 program a success, citing a reduction in insurgent attacks,
improved road security, and increased employment opportunities for local men.192
In comparison to the ANAP and AP3, which depended more heavily on Afghan
government oversight and logistics, the U.S.-administered LDI and ISCI programs saw
substantially more success and resulted in far fewer instances of abuse, infiltration,
or desertion. While there is little quantifiable data, reporting suggests that LDI saw
substantive successes in and around Kandahar province. One shortfall of the
program was that it was extremely time and manpower intensive, and its expansion
was slowed due to a lack of available SF embed teams. Additionally, in some areas,
Taliban intimidation scared off local elders who were initially receptive to the idea.
Despite some reporting of ISCI forces engaging in illegal taxation and petty theft, the
U.S. Marines in Helmand province generally regarded the program as a success and
credited it with improvements in security in the formerly volatile districts of Marjah
and Garmsir. According to Marine commanders, ISCI worked like “ink blots” to push
out the enemy and secure sections of neighborhoods one by one.193 In some
instances, ISCI units contributed to the capture of high-value Taliban targets.
Moreover, ISCI contributed to governance development by protecting key tribal
leaders who otherwise would not have stayed in their districts or supported the
government.
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According to most assessments, thus far the ALP program has met with considerable
success. In his briefing to Congress on March 15, 2011, General David Petraeus noted
that the ALP program was “an important addition to the overall campaign” and that
the growth of the program “was a particular concern to the Taliban, whose ability to
intimidate the population is limited considerably by it.”194 Though the ALP have
suffered high casualty rates at the hands of the Taliban, most have held their ground.
Despite the fanfare, fears persist that, like many precursor programs before it, the
ALP will be subverted by the Taliban, power brokers, or tribal interests, or derailed
by the Afghan government’s inability to effectively support the units in the field.
While there have been some reports of abuses by ALP, particularly from the north of
the country, few have been corroborated.195 Importantly, abuse allegations have not
seriously challenged the overall positive public perception of the program in the
most insurgency-prone areas, such as Helmand province.196
Although the ALP has performed relatively well to date, the risk associated with
these lightly armed and poorly trained irregular units will increase as international
forces finalize their withdrawal of combat forces. Many Afghans fear that, as with the
ANAP and AP3, the government will be unable to effectively administer the program
over the long term and that, if left alone, ALP units will go rogue or join the
insurgency, if just to survive.
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Table 1.

Coding of the civil defense force case studies

Case Study

Voluntary
or
forced?

Assigned
appropriate
missions?

Effective
removal of
threat
group
manpower
/ avenue
for reintegration?

Effective
source of
intel?

Yemen

Voluntary

Initially
yes; then
no

Yes

Turkey

Voluntary,
then
forced

No

Nigeria

Voluntary

Peru

Selfserving
behavior?

Human
rights
abuses /
extrajudicial
killings?

Adequately
linked to /
controlled
by the
gov’t?

Effective
gov’t “offramp”
program?

Shortterm
security
gains?

Longterm
security
gains?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Initially yes;
then no

No

Yes

TBD

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

TBD

Voluntary,
some
coercion

Initially
no; then
yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Initially
yes; then
no

Initially no;
then yes

No

Yes

Yes

Mexico

Voluntary

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Some

Yes

Yes

Yes

TBD

Philippines

Voluntary,
highly
politicized

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Thailand

Voluntary

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

South
Vietnam

Voluntary,
strongly
influenced
by U.S.
presence

Initially
yes; then
no

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

Oman

Voluntary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Case Study

Voluntary
or
forced?

Assigned
appropriate
missions?

Effective
removal of
threat
group
manpower
/ avenue
for reintegration?

Effective
source of
intel?

Iraq

Voluntary,
strongly
influenced
by U.S.
presence

Yes

Yes

Pakistan

Voluntary

Initially
yes; then
no

Afghanistan (ALP)

Voluntary,
strongly
influenced
by U.S.
presence

Yes

Selfserving
behavior?

Human
rights
abuses /
extrajudicial
killings?

Adequately
linked to /
controlled
by the
gov’t?

Effective
gov’t “offramp”
program?

Shortterm
security
gains?

Longterm
security
gains?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Some

TBD

TBD

Yes

TBD
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Lessons from the case studies
In this section, we discuss the advantages and challenges associated with the
creation, co-optation, and employment of CDFs in the countries studied, and present
the key lessons we derived from them. We identified these lessons by coding
individual lessons for each case study as shown in Table 1, and then examining the
lessons in the aggregate to identify common themes across the cases. Based on this
analysis, we make recommendations for the future employment of CDFs in a
subsequent section of this report.

CDFs tend be to be effective promoters of
short-term security
Historical case studies of CDF employment during large-scale counterinsurgency and
other internal conflicts show that, while not without drawbacks, CDFs are often an
extraordinarily effective way to quickly improve human security in weak states,
maintain the support of local communities, and reduce recruitment opportunities for
adversaries.
With respect to security, the strength of CDFs is not so much in their fighting
effectiveness as in keeping their members on the side of the government (or at least,
off the side of the threat group) and reducing infiltration and intimidation of at-risk
communities by bad actors. By raising irregular forces from local communities, the
host government or third party intervener undermines the ability of hard-core
insurgents to mobilize resources and infiltrate from neighboring safe havens, while
increasing the ability of pro-government forces to collect intelligence and focus their
resources on hunting down bad actors. Because bottom-up or hybrid solutions such
as CDFs are cheaper and easier to stand up than formal police and army units, they
can quickly provide sufficient numbers of men to secure at-risk communities.
Moreover, the creation of CDFs tends to increase the ability of state forces to ward
off insurgent offensive operations, expand and sustain their presence within a
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territory, protect village officials, and enhance the degree of collaboration from the
local population.198
While all but one of the CDFs we examined contributed to short-term security gains,
the overall level of security improvement provided by CDFs varied across the cases.
In some instances, such as the SOI program in Iraq, CDFs proved themselves
extraordinarily effective in reducing violence “virtually overnight” in the
communities where they were employed. In less volatile places, such as Thailand,
their contribution to security seemed to be negligible and in some cases, possibly
even counterproductive. As part of “high-density” counterinsurgency strategies in
Iraq, Afghanistan, and the Philippines, CDFs were able to substantially reduce the
ability of insurgent and terrorist forces to operate, recruit, and move freely between
communities. In all cases examined, CDFs acted reasonably well as force multipliers
by holding cleared areas and allowing regular army and police forces to better focus
on offensive operations. Looking broadly across the cases and other literature, in
many circumstances, CDFs were able to provide better local security than a failing or
weak state could offer.199

CDFs are highly effective at identifying and
rooting out the enemy
The most important contribution that CDFs made in the cases studied was their
ability to assist regular forces by providing intelligence about enemy leaders and
networks. Because they tend to operate in areas in which they live, they typically
understand the physical and human terrain better than formal government forces
(and certainly better than third-country intervening forces). Additionally, CDFs tend
to be more motivated than regular troops to aggressively root out the enemy as they
are fighting for their homes and families.200
The ability of CDFs to successfully provide intelligence was uniform across all cases
studied. In Iraq, for example, the SOI facilitated the capture of several high-value
targets as well as numerous caches of weapons. While U.S. forces provided armored
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protection and firepower, the SOI were able to pinpoint areas to search as well as
identify people to question. In Afghanistan, ALP units in Helmand province have
been credited with assisting in the capture of individuals that U.S. forces had been
seeking for some time. In the Philippines and Thailand, CDFs proved extraordinarily
effective in providing regular troops with knowledge of the local environment as well
as intelligence about insurgent networks.

CDFs are most successful in a very limited
range of missions
Because CDFs tend to be poorly trained and lightly armed, they are most effective in
a fairly limited range of very tactical activities. An examination of the case studies
indicates that standing checkpoints, gathering intelligence, providing indications and
warning of impending insurgent attacks, and serving as emissaries to local
populations are missions within the capability of CDFs. Offensive operations,
independent patrols in the absence of regular armed forces, or regular police
activities (e.g., serving warrants) are the types of activities that can lead to CDF
failures. In South Vietnam, for example, CIDG village defense units used in
conventional military operations far from their home defected and eventually
revolted against the government. In the early stages of CDF development in Peru,
self-defense forces were often used merely as carne de canon to flush out guerrillas or
trigger ambushes. This initial use of the groups led to a reluctance among other
communities to stand up their own CDFs or cooperate with state security forces.
When used and supported appropriately by the government, CDFs can be very
effective security forces (at least, in the short term). When not used effectively as
part of a layered security plan or not adequately supported with logistics and backup, CDFs can be vulnerable to intimidation and reprisal attacks by threat groups,
with resultant hedging or “flipping” behaviors. They can also be subject to
infiltration by anti-government forces. For example, poor vetting in Afghanistan by
already overstretched government forces led to the mass infiltration of insurgents
into the ANAP and eventually its collapse.

CDFs can reduce the manpower available to
threat groups and serve as a mechanism for
reintegration of anti-government fighters
In many of the case studies, CDF members came from the same populations that
threat groups were recruiting from; therefore, CDF units served as a net reducer of
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the manpower pool for anti-government forces. This was perhaps best demonstrated
in the case of the SOI in Iraq: over 100,000 Sunnis were “drained from the insurgent
swamp” via their employment as local security agents.
Additionally, as was seen in Oman, Iraq, and Nigeria, CDFs can be an effective
mechanism for reintegrating former insurgents back into society. By offering former
insurgents an opportunity to use the fighting skills they obtained via the insurgency
(which in many cases may be their strongest skill set) and to demonstrate their new
commitment to society, CDFs can present a face-saving means for insurgents to rejoin their home communities. At the end of the rebellion in Oman, for example, 80
percent of the CDF members were former insurgents. Moreover, as was seen in
Nigeria, CDFs can also serve as a gateway to vocational or other education and
employment programs for youth and adults, which in turn act as a hedge against
their recruitment into, or continued participation in, violent armed groups or
criminal activities.

CDFs can extend the reach of the state
An important secondary effect that CDFs appeared to provide in a number of cases
was increased state penetration into “ungoverned,” peripheral, or contested areas. By
working with local populations through the creation of CDFs, local government
officials and state security forces were often able to deliver services into geographic
areas that would otherwise have been hostile or out of reach. As such, the
government was able to use these forces to increase collaboration with the
population.
For example, in the Philippines, the employment of local forces as aid emissaries
allowed the government to assert its authority in areas where it traditionally had
little presence. In Iraq, coalition commanders found SOI networks useful for passing
information to the population, coordinating political activity, and connecting the
locals to the regular Iraqi security forces. In Helmand province, Afghanistan, the ISCI
program contributed to good governance by protecting influential tribal elders who
otherwise would not have openly joined local community councils. And in Oman,
once a firqat unit was stood up to protect a village, British Army engineers were able to
build wells, medical clinics, schools, roads, and power stations.
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In the absence of strong linkages to the
government, CDFs can be unreliable, selfinterested, and hard to control
The case studies suggest that CDFs with weak connections to the state are often
unreliable and difficult to control. The very reasons that CDFs are needed—a dearth
of regular forces and lack of state control of populations and territory—dictate that
regular monitoring, let alone control of these forces, tends to be difficult. In most
cases, local forces remain primarily loyal to community leaders, who tend to follow
parochial interests, sometimes at the expense of the state.
For example, in Iraq, the rapid expansion of the SOI greatly contributed to their
short-term effectiveness, but also led to poor vetting and supervision, ultimately
resulting in corruption and the pursuit of private interests over those of the
government. Moreover, the inability of the Iraqi government to effectively demobilize
such a large force led to clashes with regular state forces, and, in some instances,
caused SOI members to rejoin the insurgency. In Peru, the autonomous DECAS, in the
remote Apurimac Valley, while extremely effective in clearing the valley of
insurgents, were eventually co-opted by local “jungle warlords” as their own private
armies. In South Vietnam, anti-Viet Cong village defenders in Buon Enao openly
revolted against the government. And in Oman, the firqats’ primary motivation for
fighting remained the retrieval of their own tribal lands and thus they would rarely
cooperate with firqats from other tribes.
The case study of Peru suggests that where CDFs are strictly controlled by the state,
they can prove conducive to the growth of civil society and the construction of
citizenship among peripheral communities and minority groups. However, most case
studies showed that where the state fails to establish or enforce legal parameters,
and neglects to provide CDFs with a mandate that respects the rule of law, the
building of CDFs often results in abuses and the pervasiveness of the rule of force.
Worse, CDFs that go astray from the government can effectively undermine the
state’s legitimacy and control by empowering local notables at the state’s expense. In
Thailand and the Philippines, for instance, CDFs increased the authority of corrupt
local powerbrokers, inhibiting the ability of the government to connect to the
population.
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CDFs can fuel cycles of violence
Critics characteristically charge that creating or co-opting local self-defense forces
fuels cycles of conflict by enhancing the violent capacity of local actors and by
disrupting the balance of power between local groups.201 During the fighting in Iraq,
for example, U.S. support to the pro-government Abu Mahal tribal militia pushed its
rivals the Abu Karbul and the Albu Salam to join the insurgency in a bid to restore
their position in the local hierarchy.202
Moreover, like all security providers whether official or unofficial, CDFs can be
“Janus-faced,” serving simultaneously as sources of security and insecurity.203 While
CDFs are generally protective of their own communities, they may be abusive to
adjacent communities.204 In Oman and Yemen, for example, members of CDFs
succumbed to tribal infighting. And in Peru, CDFs began to attack each other over
supposed denunciations made to the guerrillas or to the government’s security forces.
The Peruvian military often contributed to this cycle of violence by encouraging
villagers to conduct revenge operations against suspected Shining Path sympathizers.

CDFs tend to be abusive, but no more so
than regular security forces
The available data from the cases examined suggest that in many instances, CDFs
abuse the population, turn predatory, or engage in violent feuding. In the Philippines,
for example, private armed groups appear to play a largely negative, predatory role.
Despite these tendencies, CDFs do not appear to be notably more abusive or corrupt
than the state security forces of the weak or failing states in which CDFs are typically
See for example Human Rights Watch, “‘Just Don’t Call it a Militia’: Impunity, Militias, and
the ‘Afghan Local Police,’” 2011.
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used. Neither, for that matter, do they appear to be more abusive than the insurgents
who might otherwise be in control of areas that CDFs secure. Thailand’s Or Sor, for
all its drawbacks, enjoys an appreciably better human rights record than either the
army or the police. Despite accusations of petty theft and harassment, the ALP in
Helmand province, Afghanistan, are often better liked than their counterparts in the
regular police.
As two scholars concluded about abuse among CDFs in their comparative study of
self-defense forces in Peru, Guatemala, Sri Lanka, and Sierra Leone, “This is not a
unique phenomenon with corruption widespread in government and across
societies.”205 Two crucial factors in relation to CDFs’ compliance with the rule of law
appear to be a civil defense group’s degree of autonomy from state authority, and
the example set by regular security forces in terms of whether the latter generally
respect or flaunt and abuse the rule of law and human rights.206

Once created or co-opted, CDFs can be
difficult to demobilize
The majority of the case studies showed that once CDFs are stood up, demobilizing
them is difficult and time consuming—though the difficulties varied from reluctance
on the part of the CDFs to put down their arms to reluctance on the part of the
government to take the political steps necessary to integrate CDF members into
security forces or the working class. Whatever the reason, a failure to demobilize and
integrate CDFs do so effectively can have serious consequences. The SOI in Iraq serve
as a clear example of the dangers of failing to properly demobilize these types of
forces. The SOI was intended as a temporary measure, and recruits were promised
employment in the Iraqi Security Forces or positions in the civil service. When only
half of the SOI were transitioned to permanent positions, many SOI commanders
concluded that the government had betrayed them. As a result, hundreds if not
thousands of SOI fighters rejoined the insurgency as part of the new Islamic State
extremist group. Similarly, in Yemen, the president’s promises to transition Popular
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Committee members into the regular security forces went largely unfulfilled, and, as
a result, Popular Committee leaders threatened to defect.
Even when peace was fully restored, as in the case of Peru, Mexico, and Oman, CDFs
did not normally voluntarily dissolve. While a few of the forces originally stood up to
fight Shining Path guerrillas demobilized themselves, and some turned themselves
into civil society organizations, to this day many Peruvian CDFs continue to patrol
their villages and man road blocks. In Oman and Mexico, CDFs remained intact but
were officially integrated into government sponsored rural guard forces.

CDFs created by third-party interveners are
difficult to transition to host nation
government control
In the cases examined where third party interveners created or co-opted CDFs, the
majority of the time, the CDF program quickly collapsed – experiencing reduced
effectiveness or increased defections – as a result of being transitioned to the host
nation’s control. This was most often the case due to the host nation government
being unwilling to take the political steps necessary to accommodate the CDFs, and a
failure on the part of the third party intervener to convince or cajole the government
to do so.
For example, in Iraq, the Shia government was extremely reluctant to take control of
the largely Sunni SOI. Eventually, having experienced abuse and persecution at the
hands of the government, many SOI members rejoined the insurgency. In South
Vietnam, after U.S. Marines withdrew from an area, the performance of the Popular
Forces fell dramatically and some reverted to Viet Cong control. In Oman, transitioned
firqats soon became ineffective. Once the intelligence stopped flowing from the firqats,
British SAS units were forced to retake control of the groups.
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Do civil defense forces have a role
beyond counterinsurgency?
A comparative analysis of the case studies presented in this report indicates that the
use of CDFs to counter asymmetric threats, particularly during large-scale
counterinsurgency operations, often results in immediate, short-term security gains.
The data gathered in these case studies suggest that CDFs are particularly useful in
preventing bad actors from embedding themselves into at-risk communities, as well
as in providing crucial tactical intelligence to state security providers. Moreover, they
provide an “honorable” and potentially lucrative alternative for defectors or those
considering joining anti-government groups. Our analysis shows that while CDFs
come with considerable risks, if they are properly managed and supervised, and then
later demobilized, they can be a powerful tool to both national governments and
third-party interveners. In fact, CDF programs were among some of the most
successful counterinsurgency initiatives developed by the United States in both Iraq
and Afghanistan.
Looking forward, the Obama administration has made clear a preference to avoid the
types of large-scale stability and counterinsurgency operations in which the U.S. has
recently used CDFs. As such, it is worth considering what role, if any, CDFs can play
in future U.S. counterterrorism and small-footprint stability operations, which are
clearly the administration’s preferred means of countering today’s asymmetric threat
groups. To do so, we begin by examining the evolution of the U.S. response to
asymmetric threats in weak or failed states and the differences between traditional
terrorist and insurgent groups, and the types of threats the U.S. faces today. We then
apply lessons from the case studies to gauge the suitability and feasibility of
employing CDFs to counter asymmetric militant groups in a new era of “by, with, and
though,” small-footprint operations.

Then and now: The U.S. approach to
asymmetric threats in weak or failed states
Over the past decade, the United States has fought insurgent organizations in Iraq
and Afghanistan, both of which included embedded terrorist elements. These
organizations were of substantial size and depended on the local population for
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personnel and materiel. In both Iraq and Afghanistan, insurgents sought to influence
and control local populations through a combination of incentives and intimidation.
Without some support among the population (consensual or coerced), they could not
have survived for as long as they did. These organizations left a logistical footprint
and a trail of local members that could be tracked and targeted through networks of
facilitators and recruiters among the population.
Given the insurgents’ tendencies to embed within local communities, U.S. forces
needed to disperse as much as possible, patrol among the people, and improve the
capacity of local governments to protect the population against intimidation.207 Yet in
both cases, there simply were not enough coalition and host nation troops to
adequately protect the entire population. Moreover, as outsiders, these forces lacked
the trust of local communities and could not get quality intelligence to effectively
target insurgent and terrorist networks. In both Iraq and Afghanistan, the United
States developed local defense forces (the SOI and the ALP) to deny insurgent
sanctuaries and support from the population. These local forces proved more
effective than regular forces at protecting local populations and identifying
networks, while leaving a lighter footprint. Over time, these efforts became an
integral part of the U.S. counterinsurgency campaigns and turned out to be among
the more successful efforts against AQI and the Taliban.
Over the past few years, the United States completed its withdrawal from Iraq and
began scaling back operations in Afghanistan. Accompanying these changes has been
a notable shift in U.S. strategy with respect to fighting groups that employ terrorist
tactics. The aggressive “Global War on Terror” posture of the early 2000s has since
been tempered, and the large-scale objective of eradicating terrorism around the
world has been replaced with an emphasis on targeted strikes and small-footprint
operations to more selectively protect and defend U.S. interests. Along with this
diminished objective, has come a new strategy characterized by “direct action” aimed
at killing or capturing individual terrorists and shutting down their networks
through intelligence-led raids and air strikes.208 When possible, this strategy has also
included working by, with, and through local security forces on the ground.
This strategy works best against traditional terrorist organizations, such as al Qaeda
in the 1990s, which tend to be small, highly networked entities that require relatively
little in the way of men and materiel. These groups tend to have some level of
207
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dependence on facilitators to move weapons and recruit fighters, but they tend to be
more streamlined and secretive than traditional insurgent groups and are less
dependent on the local population for their survival. For example, the core al Qaeda
network at its height consisted of only a few hundred individuals, and it depended
on a small number of loyal facilitators well versed in counterintelligence and
counter-surveillance. The logic of the new U.S. light-footprint counterterrorism
strategy is that countering terrorist networks that operate covertly, maintain their
distance from the populace, and do not seek control over territory or populations,
does not require manpower-intensive, large-scale stability operations like those
utilized in Iraq and Afghanistan. And if additional long-term ground forces are
needed, the logic goes, the United States will depend on local security forces to fill
this role.

Today’s “terrorist” threats and implications for
the future use of civil defense forces
In recent years, the United States’ light-footprint counterterrorism strategy has
succeeded in preventing attacks on the U.S. homeland by killing terrorist leaders and
disrupting terrorist plots. Over a decade of raids and drone strikes have reduced the
core of al Qaeda to a small number of operatives. But at the same time, the global
terrorist threat has continued to evolve and has spread to new countries in the form
of al Qaeda franchises or localized terrorist groups that claim to be part of al Qaeda.
These new groups, while still adhering to extremist ideologies and aspiring to strike
the United States, differ from traditional transnational terrorist groups such as the al
Qaeda core in that their foremost aims are local, political ones.
In order to better gauge the potential suitability of CDFs as part of the United States’
counterterrorism and small-footprint stability operations “toolkit,” we therefore
must first take a closer look at the sub-state groups that currently threaten the
United States and its interests abroad. A cursory review suggests that the U.S.
currently faces terrorist threats from myriad groups, such as the Islamic State, al
Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula, core al Qaeda, al Shabab, Hezbollah, and Boko
Haram, among a host of other, lesser-known groups. In their pursuit of localized
political aims, these groups have relied on overt, or at least tacit, support from local
populations to overwhelm weak or inept state security forces. They have taken over
vast amounts of territory and destabilized large portions of the Middle East and East
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and North Africa. Yet, with the exception of core al Qaeda, none of these groups fit
the classic terrorist mold.209

Figure 1.

The blurry line between terrorist and insurgent groups

As illustrated in Figure 1, these are large-scale movements that more closely
resemble insurgencies—albeit ones that employ terrorist tactics. They have local or
regional political aims, they have a large cadre of fighters, and they take territory and
attempt to administer it. Sometimes these actors are filling gaps left by failing states;

Terrorist groups tend to focus on executing high-profile attacks, often against civilians, and
less on controlling or influencing local populations on a large scale. Compared to insurgent
groups with a substantial political following, there are fewer linkages between terrorist groups
and the population. Their leaders often live in the shadows and may not even be known by
name. As a result, counterterrorism operations tend to favor “direct action” aimed at killing or
capturing individual terrorists and shutting down their networks through intelligence-led raids
and air strikes.
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other times they are providing alternatives to otherwise capable governments.210 Most
importantly, to some extent or another, they depend on support from—or at least
acquiescence of—local populations.
The nature of today’s threat groups has led many to question the long-term efficacy
of the United States’ low-footprint approach to countering extremist groups globally.
As these groups are more closely aligned to a traditional insurgency model than pure
terrorist organizations, many are starting to see the problem they pose in a larger
context of disaffected and radicalized populations, increasingly interconnected
national and local insurgencies, and weak or illegitimate states—issues that cannot
be resolved by SOF raids, drone strikes, and other counterterrorism “actions from a
distance.” In this context, tools that focus on changing the dynamics within local
populations, such as the use of civil defense forces, may have a stronger role to play
in future U.S. counterterrorism and light-footprint stability operations than has been
presumed to date.
As our case studies illustrated, CDFs are highly effective at quickly securing
populations from bad actors and at providing intelligence on enemy leaders and
networks. Therefore, where threat groups operate locally and depend to some degree
on the population—for sanctuary, subsistence, safe transit, recruits, or weapons and
other material—working by, with, and through CDFs (in tandem with direct action
and support to host national security forces) could prove an effective strategy for
degrading and ultimately dismantling today’s so-called “terrorist” groups.

Malvesti, Michele L.. “To Serve the Nation: U.S. Special Operations Forces in an Era of
Persistent Conflict,” Center for a New American Security, (June 2010).
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Recommendations for the
employment of civil defense forces
in counterterrorism and stability
operations
Our case studies identified a number of opportunities and challenges associated with
the employment of CDFs in states confronted by serious and sustained internal
armed opposition. In most circumstances, CDFs were able to provide better local
security than a failing or weak state could offer—at least in the short term. While our
analysis suggests CDFs can initially be an effective tool against asymmetric groups
which embed themselves in local populations, their autonomous nature and myriad
vulnerabilities often make them difficult to employ and then demobilize successfully.
However, this does not mean they should not be utilized, particularly when
alternatives are few and when the dangers of state collapse and extreme lawlessness
outweigh the risks posed by CDFs themselves.
In order to most effectively employ CDFs, and in order to avoid the pitfalls identified
in this report, national governments and third party interveners must be ready to
operationalize the lessons from the successes and failures of CDFs used previously
around the world. In this section, we recommend a number of fundamental “rules of
thumb” based on our comparative analysis of the case studies and then discuss
unique challenges and specific requirements for the successful employment of CDFs
in small-footprint operations.

Ten rules of thumb for the employment of civil
defense forces
1.

Ensure that adequate government support exists for them and is sustainable.
As our cases illustrate, where CDFs are aptly controlled and supported by the
state, they tend to be positive contributors to local security and other
government functions. When this is not the case, CDFs often evolve into net
detractors from security and stability. Given that the populations from which
CDFs are formed are often the same at-risk populations that produce members of
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insurgent and terrorist groups, ensuring that sustained political support exists
for the establishment, employment, and transition of CDF members is critical to
reaping the short-term improvements to security that these groups can bring,
while mitigating possible long-term drivers of instability.
2.

Ensure community buy-in for them. Whether the CDF was co-opted or created,
the government or third-party intervener must ensure community buy-in. There
must be a will to fight. Forced conscription will result in reduced popular
support for the program and for the national government. Additionally, it will
likely result in desertions and defections from the CDF, which can stem the flow
of information and intelligence to government forces and provide threat groups
with critical government information.

3.

Keep them small and expand slowly. CDFs are often difficult to manage and
control, and require the supervision and support of competent regular forces. If
they become too big too quickly, regular forces will have a difficult time vetting
them and providing them with training and logistics. Given the risks associated
with CDFs, quality is more important than quantity. Moreover, keeping them
small ensures that they do not later present a threat to the government. The
employment of local security forces has been most successful when the central
government has had a preponderance of power and could use regular forces to
put down revolts and mediate disputes at the local level.

4.

Keep them local. CDFs are most effective on their own turf, where they know the
geography, understand the human terrain, and receive support and intelligence
from their community. Moreover, CDFs are most likely to serve as a source of
protection when they operate in their home territories. CDFs whose members are
subject to control by social institutions are often less corrupt and predatory than
other forces because they are held accountable by local leaders and remain
largely dependent on community members for information and material support.
When CDF members are moved to areas of operation outside their own
communities, the ties that encourage proper behavior may be lost.

5.

Employ them as irregulars. CDFs are most effective during irregular operations
in remote villages and less strategic areas and as enablers to regular forces. Their
role should be as auxiliaries performing relatively static tasks to provide an
interface with the population and to free regular forces for more complex
operations. They should only be used in local defense, small-scale raids, and as
scouts and intelligence collectors as part of a broader campaign. They should not
be used as “trip-wires” or as part of frontline conventional military operations.

6.

Monitor them closely. CDFs by nature are semi-autonomous. They need to be
closely monitored by competent formal security forces that are either embedded
in their communities or stationed close by.
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7.

Lead them by example. CDFs often mimic regular forces in terms of abuse and
self-serving behavior. Well-behaved security forces promote better behaved CDFs
and set standards for what is acceptable. Corrupt or abusive security forces
establish a climate antithetical to the rule of law, which CDFs can use to further
local political or criminal interests.

8.

Support and protect them as part of a larger state security plan. CDFs by their
nature are extraordinarily vulnerable to enemy attacks and intimidation. Regular
forces must ensure that they are supported, protected, and incorporated into a
comprehensive plan. CDFs are most effective in a security architecture that
provides quick-response forces to back them up as necessary. Moreover, because
they are most effective as local defenders and as providers of information and
intelligence, they should be closely linked to conventional forces in order to
capitalize on intelligence collection.

9.

Restrict their armaments. In order to limit inter-village violence and prevent
future threats to the government, the numbers and types of weapons that CDFs
can obtain should be limited and detailed registers of the firearms and
ammunition in their possession should be kept by the government.

10. Have a plan to demobilize them. CDFs are notoriously difficult to get rid of.
Before even proceeding with their stand-up, a plan to demobilize them through
inducements or through integration into regular security forces or “national
guard” type units should be created. Alternatively, vocational, educational, or
employment and entrepreneurial programs to transition them out of the security
sector and into other areas of civilian life should be planned.

Additional recommendations for civil
defense forces in small-footprint operations
While the United States was relatively successful in managing CDFs in Iraq and
Afghanistan (at least initially, when these forces were under the operational control
of the U.S. military), it was able to do so under favorable conditions that included
large numbers of U.S. troops on the ground, teams of civilian political advisors, and
virtually unlimited financial resources. This meant that the CDFs were integrated into
a comprehensive security plan and received much needed support, supervision, and
management—even if the host nation government was ambivalent to their stand-up.
In today’s era of reduced resources and small-footprint operations, however, the
United States has much less ability to unilaterally mitigate the risks involved in
utilizing CDFs. Future U.S. counterterrorism and small-footprint stability operations
will most likely involve small numbers of special operations and paramilitary
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intelligence teams and few, if any, conventional forces or civilian advisors. Therefore,
in the future, the Unites States should only employ CDFs in counterterrorism and
stability operations when it has a reliable host nation government that is willing to,
or can be convinced to, abide by the fundamental CDF best practices identified in
this report. This will likely mean that in order to effectively utilize CDFs going
forward, the United States would also need to involve itself in training the host
nation in how to properly employ such forces. Moreover, unlike was done with the
CDF programs in Iraq and Afghanistan, CDFs in counterterrorism and light-footprint
stability operations must be small and specifically scaled to the abilities of the host
nation government to supervise, support, and manage them. Additionally, the United
States will need to work with host nation governments to ensure CDFs are
appropriately integrated into a larger security campaign plan and that the political
conditions for their formation – and eventual demobilization – are set (e.g., amnesty
programs, concessions, and even the renegotiation of the social contract if need be).
While seemingly daunting, the prerequisites for the successful use of CDFs in smallfootprint counterterrorism and light-footprint stability operations can indeed be
satisfied. In fact, a prime example can be found in one of our case studies—the U.K.
experience standing up tribal auxiliaries in Oman. In that case, small numbers of U.K.
SOF were able to successfully work with the Omani government to ensure the
military, political, and economic conditions were right for the formation of CDFs. As
a result, these groups were largely effective and non-threatening to the state over the
long term. The bottom line for U.S. policy makers is to understand the prospects and
pitfalls of CDFs, and the mechanisms for successfully creating, employing, and
demobilizing them. Having this knowledge in hand can then enable an informed
calculation of risks and benefits regarding the use of CDFs in a variety of
circumstances.
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Conclusion
Slimmed-down counterterrorism approaches appear increasingly attractive in today’s
environment, given the immense costs of over a decade of large-scale
counterinsurgency operations and the ensuing pressures to cut the defense budget.
Nonetheless, the extent to which the threat of international terrorism is related to
insurgencies remains an issue of concern—particularly with the re-emergence of
insurgency mixed with al Qaeda linked terrorism in Iraq and Syria. It may still be
necessary to adopt counterinsurgency methods, albeit in much reduced form, in
areas where localized insurgencies threaten to give strength to international terrorist
networks.
One such method is the use of civil defense forces. Where terrorist networks operate
locally and depend to some degree on the population—for sanctuary, subsistence,
safe transit, recruits, or weapons and other materiel—it could prove effective for U.S.
forces to work with local irregulars to counter these groups and provide security to
at-risk communities. Just as local forces in Afghanistan and Iraq denied support and
safe haven to the Taliban and AQI, analogous forces could potentially be used to
similar effect in other countries—even in the absence of hundreds of thousands of
U.S. and coalition ground troops. Likewise, civil defense forces have shown great
propensity in the past for intelligence collection in support of terrorist targeting
efforts, given their persistent presence in certain communities and their knowledge
of local dynamics. There is every reason to believe such groups could serve a similar
function in the future against insurgent groups that employ terrorist tactics.
Having reviewed twelve cases of civil defense force employment, the threats these
groups faced, and the threats the U.S. is likely to face going forward, we conclude
that there is a role for these kinds of forces beyond counterinsurgency, and there are
benefits to be had via their use in counterterrorism and small-footprint stability
operations. In certain, specific instances civil defense forces can be very effective at
quickly securing local areas and helping to turn the tide against an insurgent or
terrorist group. But given the fraught history of civil defense forces writ large, the
advantages associated with the use of such groups must be weighed against
significant risks. Civil defense forces will be most successful when there is political
and local buy-in for them, when they are kept small and closely monitored, when
they are closely tied to well-behaved state security forces, and when they are used
primarily to protect at-risk local populations. Additionally, their use should be
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predicated on having a pre-identified demobilization or integration plan, lest they
become a net contributor to instability and a driver of more violence.
In conclusion, we find that CDFs are a security tool like any other, with a number of
potential benefits and risks associated with their use. Deliberations on their usage in
any given situation should involve a cold calculation by policy makers as to whether
the immediate advantages of dislodging bad actors from local at-risk communities
outweigh the acute and long term risks associated with the proliferation of loosely
controlled and semi-autonomous non-statutory armed groups.
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